
AGENDA REPORT 

Meeting Date: October 27, 2020 

Item Number: 
To: Honorable Mayor & City Council

From: Dominick Rivetti, Chief of Police

Lieutenant Giovanni Trejo, Traffic Bureau Commander

Subject:  AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS AND DATA 
TICKET, INC. FOR PARKING CITATION AND PERMIT MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM INCLUDING CITATION ISSUANCE DEVICES AND MOBILE 
LICENSE PLATE RECOGNITION TECHNOLOGY; AND 

APPROVAL FOR THE CITY MANAGER (OR HIS DESIGNEE) TO 
EXECUTE A PURCHASE ORDER TO DATA TICKET, INC. FOR A 
TOTAL NOT TO EXCEED AMOUNT OF $622,254 FOR FISCAL YEAR 
2020/21 AND PURCHASE ORDERS FOR FUTURE FISCAL YEARS UP 
TO THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF THE AGREEMENT 

Attachments: 1. Agreement
2. Data Ticket, Inc Proposal
3. Proposal Cost Comparison
4. Best and Final Offers (BAFO) Cost Comparison
5. Evaluation Committee Summary Scores

RECOMMENDATION 
Staff recommends City Council move to approve an agreement between the City of 
Beverly Hills and Data Ticket, Inc. for Parking Citation and Permit Management Systems 
including citation issuance devices, and mobile license plate recognition technology 
(LPR).  Staff also recommends City Council authorize the City Manager or his designee 
to approve a purchase order to Data Ticket, Inc. in an amount not to exceed $622,254 for 
services under this agreement for Fiscal Year 2020/21 and future purchase orders up to 
the total amount of the Agreement.   

FISCAL IMPACT 
Under the proposed contract, the implementation of the comprehensive parking 
management system, including the Citation Management System (CMS), enforcement 
handheld devices, Permit Management System (PMS), and mobile License Plate 
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Recognition (LPR) technology will have a cost of $622,254 for FY 2020/21, and a total 
cost of approximately $2,116,174 for five years (FY 2021-2025). These figures are based 
on average citations issued, average permits sold, and the number of handheld and 
mobile LPR units needed for deployment. 

Funding in the first year, FY 2020/21, includes one-time implementation costs.   

 

Funding for this program will come from Police Operations Budget – Traffic Management 
and Parking Program Account 00102602-731220. 

INTRODUCTION 
The City of Beverly Hills entered into an Agreement with Conduent State and Local 
Solutions on January 1, 2011, for a period of five years to provide parking citation 
processing, payment, delinquent account collections, and hearing scheduling services. 
The Agreement also gave the City the option to renew the contract for two additional, two-
year periods (four years in total) after the December 31, 2015, expiration date. The City 
exercised the two additional extensions and the contract expired on December 31, 2019. 
Amendment No. 2 extended the contract expiration date to January 31, 2020, Amendment 
No. 3 extended the expiration date through February 28, 2020, and Amendment No. 4 
further extended the expiration date to December 31, 2020. All extensions on this existing 
contract have been exhausted and the current vendor’s services will terminate on 
December 31, 2020.  

In 2018, the Beverly Hills Police Department (BHPD) agreed to acquire residential permit 
management and enforcement of the City’s parking program from the Public Works 
Department.  The full transition of tasks and responsibilities were finalized in September 
2020. While permit management was under the Public Works Department, there were four 
full-time and four part-time employees supporting permit issuance, and customer service 
functions. BHPD currently has two full-time employees, and one part-time employee 
providing permit support and fulfillment for customers, in addition to other Traffic related 
duties. This includes in-person, phone, mail, and electronic communications.   

The issuance and processing of parking citations, and the verification and fulfillment of 
residential parking permits have evolved as the parking demands within the City have 
expanded. Additionally, when the parking permit process transferred over to PD, it did not 
include PW staffing. The parking permit process is in dire need of enhanced efficiency 
through automation, and technology to support the complexity of the City’s parking permit 
program.   

Through this RFP process, the City sought a Contractor for the entirety of the desired 
solution, managing a comprehensive citation and permit management system and mobile 
license plate recognition (LPR) technology, as well as supplying all hardware, software, 
processing services and direct customer service.  The solution provided by the Contractor 

Expense Type Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 TOTAL
Citation Management Expenses 333,310.00     333,310.00     333,310.00     333,310.00     333,310.00     1,666,550.00    
Citation Issuance Devices 63,330.00       12,330.00       12,330.00       12,330.00       12,330.00       112,650.00        
Permit Management Expenses 113,278.00     15,000.00       15,000.00       15,000.00       15,000.00       173,278.00        
License Plate Recognition Expenses 112,335.60     12,840.00       12,840.00       12,840.00       12,840.00       163,695.60        

622,253.60$  373,480.00$  373,480.00$  373,480.00$  373,480.00$  2,116,173.60$  

NOTE:  Year 1 includes one‐time costs of $63,330 under Citation Issuance Expenses for citation issuing devices; one‐time costs of $98,278 
under Permit Management Expenses for the implementation of the Management System; and, one‐time costs of $99,495.60 under License 
Plate Recognition Expenses for LPR readers.
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will create a simplified and unified experience for both a direct and online interface for City 
staff and customers.  

From 2018-2019, the City of Beverly Hills issued an average of 16,000 parking permits 
annually and an average of 82,200 parking citations annually. The parking permit revenue 
in the fiscal year 2018-2019 was approximately $775,000.  The parking citation revenue 
in the calendar year 2019 was $5,872,355.  

The City currently manages parking permits through CitySmart, a City-proprietary system. 
It would greatly benefit the City to transition to a vendor-provided permit management 
system that can provide seamless integrations with the citation management system and 
mobile LPR. This can potentially result in increased enforcement efficiencies which would 
increase citywide compliance. Additionally, the selected vendor will support and assist the 
City in the transition to virtual, license plate-based permits, as well as working to simplify 
the current complex parking permit policies. Additionally, the use of this technology is 
expected to greatly reduce fraudulent activity and the high volume of parking permit 
complaints received by City staff. 

As the contractor, Data Ticket will provide a fully integrated citation and permit 
management system with mobile License Plate Recognition (LPR) technology. This 
includes enforcement handheld devices that will allow the Traffic Control Officers (TCOs) 
to issue warnings and/or citation notices to violators. The proposed citation management 
system provides the processing, noticing and collection capabilities as allowed by the 
California Vehicle Code and various State of California regulations including the ability to 
allow for payment plans.  

As the City transitions all 14 off-street parking structures towards a more virtual parking 
program, it will largely rely upon a pay by plate system.  A new parking permit system will 
also utilize vehicle mounted LPR, which will allow TCOs to perform their duties more 
efficiently, while also increasing their geographical coverage capabilities. The mobile LPR 
technology will be integrated with the enforcement handheld devices, allowing the mobile 
LPR to transmit vehicle information to nearby enforcement handheld devices.  

DISCUSSION 
On May 22, 2020, the City of Beverly Hills hired a parking consulting firm, Dixon Resources 
Unlimited (“DIXON”), to prepare a Request for Proposals (“RFP”) for parking citation and 
permit management system including citation issuance devices, and mobile license plate 
recognition technology. RFP 20-170-02 was posted on Planet Bid on July 28, 2020, along 
with the other required documentation including a mandatory Technical Compliance Matrix 
(TCM), Cost Proposal Form and a Vendor Questionnaire.  The City responded to 
questions submitted on Planet Bid and posted responses by August 13, 2020. The City 
issued the solicitation in accordance with current City procedures for procuring 
professional services. Proposals were received via Planet Bid on August 27, 2020. 

The City received 11 responses to the RFP from the following proposers (listed in 
alphabetical order): 

x ComSonics 
x Conduent 
x Data Ticket 
x Duncan Parking Technologies, Inc. 
x EDC Corporation 
x iPARQ 
x IPS Group 
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x Motorola 
x Professional Account Management, LLC (PAM) 
x Quest Solution 
x Turbo Data Systems 

Due to the City’s preference for a Contractor to provide all the requested services and the 
limited implementation time constraints, the City only considered Proposals from vendors 
that provided a complete response compliant with the RFP requirements, and those who 
could provide the turnkey solution preferred by the City, and whose pricing was within 
reasonable comparison to other proposals.  

Following a compliance check, the table below lists the Proposers that did not meet these 
criteria and were not considered further through the evaluation process for the 
accompanying reasoning. 

Proposer Reasoning 

ComSonics Only proposed mobile LPR. Did not provide 
municipal references, did not accept draft 
agreement terms and conditions, or note 
exceptions take, did not submit Proposal as 
required in Section 7 of the RFP 

Duncan Parking Technologies, Inc. Only proposed citation issuance devices 

EDC Corporation Pricing was substantially higher than other 
Proposals 

iPARQ Did not provide United States municipal reference 
for CMS, did not complete the required TCM, did 
not submit Proposal as required in Section 7 of the 
RFP, did not submit Cost Proposal in required 
format 

IPS Group Did not demonstrate five (5) years of experience 
with each system 

Motorola Only proposed mobile LPR 

Quest Solution Did not provide a minimum of five (5) United States 
municipal references 

 

The remaining proposals were reviewed by the Selection Committee.  Conduent, Data 
Ticket, PAM, and Turbo Data Systems were invited to participate in the next phase of the 
evaluation process. The Selection Committee included representatives from the Police 
Department and Public Works. Representatives from the Finance Department and IT were 
consulted throughout the process.   

During the week of September 14, 2020, each vendor participated in a 3.5-hour remote 
oral interview with the Selection Committee, and a 1.5-hour in-person technology 
demonstration. The technology demonstration included the Selection Committee and 
representatives from various City departments. 

Based on the written proposals, oral interviews, demonstrations, and evaluation 
committee scores and rankings, the evaluation committee shortlisted Data Ticket and 
Turbo Data Systems to provide an additional 1-hour presentation to BHPD command staff 
on September 23, 2020.  
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Following this presentation, Data Ticket and Turbo Data Systems were asked to submit a 
Best and Final Offer (BAFO) to the City on September 28, 2020.  

In addition to being the highest ranked Proposer, Data Ticket also submitted the lowest 
per item pricing for citation management and subscription pricing for permit management 
for the contract term. 

The Selection Committee has therefore identified Data Ticket as the selected vendor for 
the services and support identified in this RFP solicitation.  

If approved by City Council, BHPD staff will begin to work with Data Ticket for 
implementation.  Data Ticket will begin to transition the system immediately with live 
operation of the Citation Management System (CMS) including citation issuance devices 
beginning January 1, 2021. Mobile License Plate Recognition (LPR) installation is targeted 
to begin by end of Q1 2021. The Permit Management System (PMS) transition must be 
completed in time to support the permit renewal process beginning in August 2021.  

 
 
 

Jeff S. Muir 
Director of Finance 

 
 
 

 
 

Dominick Rivetti,  
Chief of Police 

Approved By   Approved By 
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AGREEMENT  BETWEEN THE CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS AND 
DATA TICKET, INC. FOR PARKING CITATION AND PERMIT 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM INCLUDING CITATION ISSUANCE 
DEVICES AND MOBILE LICENSE PLATE RECOGNITION 
TECHNOLOGY  

NAME OF CONTRACTOR: Data Ticket, Inc.

RESPONSIBLE PRINCIPAL OF CONTRACTOR: Brook Westcott, Chief Operating Officer

CONTRACTOR’S ADDRESS: 2603 Main Street, Suite 300
Irvine, CA 92614
Attention: Brook Westcott, COO

CONTRACTOR’S E.I.N/TAX I.D. NO.: 93-1010811

CITY’S ADDRESS: City of Beverly Hills
455 N. Rexford Drive
Beverly Hills, CA 90210
Attention:  Dominick Rivetti

COMMENCEMENT DATE: January 1, 2021

TERMINATION DATE: December 31, 2023, unless extended 
pursuant to Section 2 of the Agreement

CONSIDERATION: Year 1: Not to exceed $622,254
Year 2: Not to exceed $373,480
Year 3: Not to exceed $373,480

Total Not to Exceed: $1,369,214, as further 
described in Exhibit B
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AGREEMENT  BETWEEN THE CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS AND 
DATA TICKET, INC. FOR PARKING CITATION AND PERMIT 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM INCLUDING CITATION ISSUANCE 
DEVICES AND MOBILE LICENSE PLATE RECOGNITION 
TECHNOLOGY

THIS AGREEMENT is made by and between the City of Beverly Hills (hereinafter 
called “CITY”), and DATE TICKET, INC. (hereinafter called “CONTRACTOR”).

RECITALS

A. CITY desires to have certain services and/or goods provided  as set forth
in Exhibit A (the “Scope of Work”), attached hereto and incorporated herein.

B. CONTRACTOR represents that it is qualified and able to perform the
Scope of Work.

NOW, THEREFORE, the parties agree as follows:

Section 1. CONTRACTOR’s Scope of Work.  CONTRACTOR shall perform the 
Scope of Work described in Exhibit A in a manner satisfactory to CITY and consistent with that 
level of care and skill ordinarily exercised by members of the profession currently practicing in 
the same locality under similar conditions.  CITY shall have the right to order, in writing, 
changes in the Scope of Work.  Any changes in the Scope of Work by CONTRACTOR must be 
made in writing and approved by both parties.  The cost of any change in the Scope of Work 
must be agreed to by both parties in writing.  

Section 2. Time of Performance.  

CONTRACTOR shall commence its services under this Agreement upon the
Commencement Date or upon a receipt of a written notice to proceed from CITY.  
CONTRACTOR shall complete the performance of services by the Termination Date set forth 
above.   

The City Manager or his designee may extend the time of performance in writing 
for two additional one-year terms or such other term not to exceed two years from the date of 
termination pursuant to the same terms and conditions of this Agreement.  

Section 3. Compensation.  

(a) Compensation

CITY agrees to compensate CONTRACTOR for the services and/or goods 
provided under this Agreement, and CONTRACTOR agrees to accept in full satisfaction for 
such services, a sum not to exceed the Consideration set forth above and more particularly 
described in Exhibit B, attached hereto and incorporated herein, based on the rates set forth in 
Exhibit B. 
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(b) Expenses

The amount set forth in paragraph (a) shall include reimbursement for all actual 
and necessary expenditures reasonably incurred in the performance of this Agreement 
(including, but not limited to, all labor, materials, delivery, tax, assembly, and installation, as 
applicable).  There shall be no claims for additional compensation for reimbursable expenses.  

(c) Additional Services.  CITY may from time to time require CONTRACTOR
to perform additional services not included in the Scope of Work.  Such requests for additional 
services shall be made by CITY in writing and agreed upon by both parties in writing.  

Section 4. Method of Payment.  CITY shall pay CONTRACTOR said Consideration 
in accordance with the method and schedule of payment set forth in Exhibit B.

Section 5. Independent Contractor.  CONTRACTOR is and shall at all times remain, 
as to CITY, a wholly independent contractor.  Neither CITY nor any of its agents shall have 
control over the conduct of CONTRACTOR or any of CONTRACTOR’s employees, except as 
herein set forth.  CONTRACTOR shall not, at any time, or in any manner, represent that it or 
any of its agents or employees are in any manner agents or employees of CITY.

Section 6. Subcontractors.  CONTRACTOR is authorized to engage subcontractors to 
perform services under the Agreement as permitted by California law at CONTRACTOR’S own 
expense and with the prior written authorization of the Chief of Police or his designee. 
Subcontractors shall be deemed agents of CONTRACTOR.

Section 7. Assignment.  This Agreement shall not be assigned in whole or in part, by 
CONTRACTOR without the prior written approval of CITY.  Any attempt by CONTRACTOR to 
so assign this Agreement or any rights, duties or obligations arising hereunder shall be void and 
of no effect.

Section 8. Responsible Principal(s)

(a) CONTRACTOR’s Responsible Principal set forth above shall be
principally responsible for CONTRACTOR’s obligations under this Agreement and shall serve 
as principal liaison between CITY and CONTRACTOR.  Designation of another Responsible 
Principal by CONTRACTOR shall not be made without prior written consent of CITY.

(b) CITY’s Responsible Principal shall be the City Manager or his designee
set forth above who shall administer the terms of the Agreement on behalf of CITY.

Section 9. Personnel.  CONTRACTOR represents that it has, or shall secure at its 
own expense, all personnel required to perform CONTRACTOR’s Scope of Work under this 
Agreement.  All personnel engaged in the work shall be qualified to perform such Scope of 
Work.

Section 10. Permits and Licenses.  CONTRACTOR shall obtain and maintain during 
the Agreement term all necessary licenses, permits and certificates required by law for the 
provision of services under this Agreement, including a business license. 
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Section 11. Interests of CONTRACTOR.  CONTRACTOR affirms that it presently has 
no interest and shall not have any interest, direct or indirect, which would conflict in any manner 
with the performance of the Scope of Work contemplated by this Agreement.  No person having 
any such interest shall be employed by or be associated with CONTRACTOR.

Section 12. Insurance.  

(a) CONTRACTOR shall procure and maintain for the duration of the
Agreement, insurance against claims for injuries to persons or damages to property which 
may arise from or in connection with the performance of the work by CONTRACTOR, its
agents, representatives, employees or subcontractors, pursuant to contractor's bid or any 
subsequent agreement. Insurance shall be of the type, in the amounts and subject to the 
provisions described below. 

(1) CONTRACTOR shall at all times during the term of the
resulting Agreement carry, maintain, and keep in full force and effect, a policy or policies of 
Comprehensive General Liability Insurance, with minimum limits of Two Million Dollars 
($2,000,000) for each occurrence, combined single limit, against any personal injury, death, 
loss or damage resulting from the wrongful or negligent acts by CONTRACTOR. 

(2) CONTRACTOR shall at all times during the term of the
Agreement carry, maintain, and keep in full force and effect, a policy or policies of
Professional Liability Insurance covering personal injury and property damage, with 
minimum limits of Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000) per claim and in the aggregate. Any 
deductibles or self-insured retentions attached to such policy or policies must be declared to 
CITY in writing and be approved by CITY. Further, CONTRACTOR agrees to maintain in full 
force and affect such insurance for one year after performance of work under the 
Agreement is completed. 

(3) CONTRACTOR shall at all times during the term of the
Agreement carry a policy or policies of Technology and Cyber Liability Insurance with 
minimum limits of One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence. CONTRACTOR agrees 
to maintain in full force and effect such insurance for one year after performance of work 
under this Agreement is completed. 

(4) CONTRACTOR shall at all times during the term of the
Agreement carry a policy or policies of Employers Liability and Crime Insurance with 
minimum limits of One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence. CONTRACTOR agrees 
to maintain in full force and effect such insurance for one year after performance of work 
under this Agreement is completed. 

(5) CONTRACTOR shall at all times during the term of the
Agreement carry, maintain, and keep in full force and effect, a policy or policies of 
Comprehensive Vehicle Liability Insurance covering personal injury and property damage, 
with minimum limits of One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence combined single 
limit, covering any vehicle utilized by CONTRACTOR in performing the services required by 
the Agreement. 
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(b) CONTRACTOR agrees to maintain in force at all times during the
performance of work under the Agreement Workers’ Compensation Insurance as required 
by law. 

(c) CONTRACTOR shall require each of its or sub-contractors to maintain
insurance coverage which meets all of the requirements of the Agreement. 

(d) The policy or policies required by the Agreement shall be issued by an
insurer admitted in the State of California and with a rating of at least a A+;VII in the latest 
edition of Best's Insurance Guide. 

(e) CONTRACTOR agrees that if it does not keep the aforesaid insurance
in full force and effect CITY may either immediately terminate the Agreement or, if 
insurance is available at a reasonable cost, CITY may take out the necessary insurance 
and pay, at CONTRACTOR’s expense, the premium thereon. 

(f) At all times during the term of the Agreement, CONTRACTOR shall
maintain on file with the CITY Clerk a certificate or certificates of insurance on a form 
satisfactory to the City Attorney and Risk Manager, showing that the aforesaid policies are 
in effect in the required amounts. CONTRACTOR shall, prior to commencement of work 
under the Agreement, file with the City Clerk such certificate or certificates. 

(g) The policies of insurance required by the Agreement shall contain an
endorsement naming the CITY and CITY’s elected officials, officers and employees as 
additional insureds. All of the policies required under the Agreement shall contain an 
endorsement providing that the policies cannot be canceled or reduced except on thirty (30) 
days prior written notice to CITY, and specifically stating that the coverage contained in the 
policies affords insurance pursuant to the terms and conditions as set forth in the 
Agreement. 

(h) The insurance provided by CONTRACTOR shall be primary to any
coverage available to CITY, and any insurance or self-insurance maintained by CITY, its 
officers, officials, employees, agents or volunteers shall be excess of CONTRACTOR’s 
insurance and shall not contribute with it. The policies of insurance required by the 
Agreement shall include provisions for waiver of subrogation. The CONTRACTOR hereby 
waives all rights of subrogation against CITY. 

(i) Any deductibles or self-insured retentions must be declared to and
approved by CITY. At the option of CITY, CONTRACTOR shall either reduce or eliminate 
the deductibles or self-insured retentions with respect to CITY, or CONTRACTOR shall 
procure a bond guaranteeing payment of losses and expenses. 

(j) The insurance coverage amounts required under the Agreement do
not limit CITY’s right to recover against CONTRACTOR and its insurance carriers. 

Section 13. Indemnification.  

(a) CONTRACTOR agrees to indemnify, hold harmless and defend CITY,
City Council and each member thereof, and every officer, employee and agent of CITY, from 
any claim, liability or financial loss (including, without limitation, attorney’s fees and costs) 
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arising from any intentional, reckless, negligent, or otherwise wrongful acts, errors or omissions 
of CONTRACTOR or any person employed by CONTRACTOR in the performance of this 
Agreement.

(b) All duties of CONTRACTOR shall survive termination or expiration of the
Agreement.

Section 14. Termination.

(a) CITY shall have the right to terminate this Agreement for any reason or
for no reason upon five calendar days’ written notice to CONTRACTOR.  CONTRACTOR 
agrees to cease all work under this Agreement on or before the effective date of such notice.

(b) In the event of termination or cancellation of this Agreement by CITY, due
to no fault or failure of performance by CONTRACTOR, CONTRACTOR shall be paid based on 
the percentage of work satisfactorily performed at the time of termination.  In no event shall 
CONTRACTOR  be entitled to receive more than the amount that would be paid to 
CONTRACTOR for the full performance of the services required by this Agreement.  
CONTRACTOR shall have no other claim against CITY by reason of such termination, including 
any claim for compensation. 

Section 15. CITY’s Responsibility.  CITY shall provide CONTRACTOR with all 
pertinent data, documents, and other requested information as is available for the proper 
performance of CONTRACTOR’s Scope of Work.

Section 16. Information and Documents.  All data, information, documents and 
drawings prepared for CITY and required to be furnished to CITY in connection with this 
Agreement shall become the property of CITY, and CITY may use all or any portion of the work 
submitted by CONTRACTOR and compensated by CITY pursuant to this Agreement as CITY 
deems appropriate.

Section 17. Records Retention and Examination.  CONTRACTOR shall retain, 
protect, and maintain in an accessible location all records and documents, including paper, 
electronic, and computer records, with respect to all matters covered under this Agreement for 
five (5) years after receipt of final payment by CITY under the Agreement. CONTRACTOR shall 
make all such records and documents available for inspection, copying, or other reproductions, 
and auditing by authorized representatives of CITY, including the City Manager or designee, 
free of charge. CONTRACTOR shall make available all requested data and records at 
reasonable locations within the County of Los Angeles at any time during normal business 
hours, and as often as CITY deems necessary. If records are not made available within the 
County of Los Angeles, CONTRACTOR shall pay CITY’s travel, hotel and meal costs to the 
location where the records are maintained. CONTRACTOR must include this provision in all 
subcontracts made in connection with this Agreement. This provision shall survive the 
termination of the Agreement.

Section 18. Notice.  Any notices, bills, invoices, etc. required by this Agreement shall 
be deemed received on (a) the day of delivery if delivered by hand during the receiving party’s 
regular business hours or by facsimile before or during the receiving party’s regular business 
hours; or (b) on the second business day following deposit in the United States mail, postage 
prepaid to the addresses set forth above, or to such other addresses as the parties may, from 
time to time, designate in writing pursuant to this section. 
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Section 19. Attorney’s Fees.  In the event that either party commences any legal 
action or proceeding to enforce or interpret the provisions of this Agreement, the prevailing party 
in such action shall be entitled to reasonable attorney's fees, costs and necessary 
disbursements, in addition to such other relief as may be sought and awarded.

Section 20. Entire Agreement.  This Agreement represents the entire integrated 
agreement between CITY and CONTRACTOR, and supersedes all prior negotiations, 
representations or agreements, either written or oral.  This Agreement may be amended only by 
a written instrument signed by both CITY and CONTRACTOR.

Section 21. Exhibits; Precedence.  All documents referenced as exhibits in this 
Agreement are hereby incorporated in this Agreement.  In the event of any material discrepancy 
between the express provisions of this Agreement and the provisions of any document 
incorporated herein by reference, the provisions of this Agreement shall prevail. 

Section 22. Governing Law.  The interpretation and implementation of this Agreement 
shall be governed by the domestic law of the State of California.

Section 23. CITY Not Obligated to Third Parties.  CITY shall not be obligated or liable 
under this Agreement to any party other than CONTRACTOR. 

Section 24 Severability.  Invalidation of any provision contained herein or the 
application thereof to any person or entity by judgment or court order shall in no way affect any 
of the other covenants, conditions, restrictions, or provisions hereof, or the application thereof to 
any other person or entity, and the same shall remain in full force and effect.

Section 25. Exclusivity.  CITY agrees to utilize only the services of CONTRACTOR 
during the term of the Agreement for the processing of the citations as required by the 
Agreement.  CITY agrees during the term of the Agreement, to not directly or indirectly engage
a competitor of CONTRACTOR for the performance of the services provided by CONTRACTOR 
under this Agreement.

Section 26. CITY Cooperation.  In the event any claim or action is brought against 
CONTRACTOR relating to CONTRACTOR’S performance or services rendered under this 
Agreement, CONTRACTOR shall notify CITY, in writing, within five (5) days, of said claim or 
action.

EXECUTED the day of 20___, at Beverly Hills, 
California.

CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS,
A Municipal Corporation

LESTER J. FRIEDMAN
Mayor of the City of Beverly Hills, California

[Signatures continue]
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ATTEST:

_________________________(SEAL)
HUMA AHMED
City Clerk

CONTRACTOR: DATA TICKET, INC.

BROOK WESTCOTT
Chief Operating Officer

APPROVED AS TO FORM: APPROVED AS TO CONTENT:

_______________________ ____________________________
LAURENCE S. WIENER GEORGE CHAVEZ
City Attorney City Manager

____________________________
DOMINICK RIVETTI
Interim Chief of Police

____________________________
DAVID SCHIRMER
Chief Information Officer

____________________________ 
SHARON L’HEUREUX DRESSEL
Risk Manager
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EXHIBIT A

SCOPE OF WORK

CONTRACTOR shall provide for the processing of fines, bail and forfeiture thereof, in connection 
with the issuance of citations for illegal parking pursuant to the applicable laws of the state of 
California., including, without limitation, the California Vehicle Code  Additionally, 
CONTRACTOR shall provide a permit management system and integrations with an License 
Plate Recognition (“LPR”) system and electronic issuance devices (via handheld units).

ARTICLE I - CITATION PROCESSING

1.1 Referral and Reconciliation:  CONTRACTOR shall receive and process parking citations which 
CONTRACTOR shall receive from AGENCY.  CONTRACTOR will provide a reconciliation of the 
number of citations received from AGENCY.  

1.2 Determination of Processable Citations:  CONTRACTOR shall screen the parking citations 
referred to it by AGENCY to determine if the citation is processable.  If the citation is 
determined by CONTRACTOR to be unprocessable (e.g., essential processing information is 
missing), CONTRACTOR shall return the citation to AGENCY within seven (7) days of receipt, by 
CONTRACTOR'S office, for clarification.  CONTRACTOR will be paid the contractual rate 
hereinafter provided, for citations properly returned to CITY as unprocessable.

1.3 Collection and deposit of funds:  A "direct deposit" system shall be employed for all funds 
received in payment of citations.  CITY shall own the account and deposits shall be made 
directly into the account by CONTRACTOR for the collecting AGENCY.  CONTRACTOR will invoice 
CITY for services rendered.  If CONTRACTOR deposits into an account held jointly between CITY
and CONTRACTOR, CONTRACTOR shall reconcile the account the month following the banking 
activity, disburse all revenue due CITY, CONTRACTOR, any tax or surcharge liability and all 
refunds and provide all supporting documentation for CITY records.   

1.4 Identification of Registered Vehicle Owners:  CONTRACTOR shall exert best efforts and 
attempt to obtain the name and address of the registered vehicle owner from the State 
Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) for each vehicle for which a parking citation has been 
issued but payment for which has not been received within the required time period.  
CONTRACTOR shall follow all procedures specified by the DMV and be consistent with the 
Vehicle Code when identifying registered vehicle owners.

1.5 Verification of Ownership:  CONTRACTOR will take reasonable measures to identify and 
verify registered vehicle owners.  Such measures will take into consideration factors such as 
issuance of new license plates; address changes; license plate transfers to other vehicles; name 
changes; and the validity of plates and registration during specific time periods applicable to 
individual cases.
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1.6 Delinquency Notices:  In accordance with State law, CONTRACTOR will generate and mail 
(presorted, first-class postage) no sooner than allowable by law, a delinquency notice to all 
identified registered owners of vehicles who fail to pay their parking citation fines or to post 
bail in the required manner.   The mailed notice will include all information required by the 
State Vehicle Code, including, but not limited to the following:

A. The parking citation issuance date and number;
B. The consequences of nonpayment (i.e., a hold on the vehicle registration and

the imposition of penalties, towing, or issuance of a possible warrant for
arrest);

C. The amount of fines and fees due and payable;
D. Affidavit of Non-Ownership.

1.7 Registration Holds:  CONTRACTOR will provide the system and procedures and will interface 
with the State Department of Motor Vehicles to place a hold on vehicle registration having 
unpaid parking fines and fees due against those vehicles in accordance with the Vehicle Code 
and any other applicable State and local laws.  The notification will be given within a reasonable 
period of time after issuance of a delinquency notice.  The period of time will not exceed the 
time limits provided by state and local law.

1.8 Removal of Registration Holds:  CONTRACTOR will provide the system and procedures and 
will interface with the State Department of Motor Vehicles to remove registration holds when a 
registered vehicle owner satisfies the entire amount of parking citation fines, penalties, and 
fees due against the vehicle and establishes such payment to the satisfaction of CONTRACTOR.

1.9 Contested Citations:  In the event a registered vehicle owner disputes the
liability for the outstanding parking citation, CONTRACTOR will advise the registered vehicle 
owner of his/her right to request an appeal according to the laws in the state of citation issue.  
All contested citations will be forwarded to the appeals administrator or AGENCY within the 
prescribed time period so that the matter can be adjudicated. 

1.10 Appeals:  If requested by AGENCY, CONTRACTOR will schedule and conduct appeals in 
accordance with state law, to respond to parking violators wishing to contest their citations. 
CONTRACTOR will provide a toll-free number for contestants to call, correspond with 
contestants and notify them of decisions; maintain records of dispositions and appeal 
paperwork and refer all paperwork to Court if required.  CONTRACTOR shall not be responsible 
for CITY'S failure to provide correct or timely infraction information.  CITY shall be responsible 
to pay any court filing fees due, if appeals are sent to Court and earlier decisions are overturned 
by the Court.

1.11 Citations Disposed of by Hearing/Court:  CONTRACTOR may be required, as a result of 
court action, to reduce or cancel, on an individual basis, parking citations which have been 
referred to it.  CONTRACTOR shall be paid the contractual rate hereinafter provided for 
processing the citation regardless of the outcome of court action.   CONTRACTOR will maintain 
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records indicating any reduction or cancellations of parking citations as a result of hearing/ 
court action.  Parking citations that are dismissed as a result of hearing/court action, will have 
the dismissal processed by CONTRACTOR promptly after receipt from the Hearing/Court.

1.12 Suspension of Processing:  CONTRACTOR will suspend processing on any citation referred 
to it for processing upon written notice to do so by an authorized officer of CITY.  CONTRACTOR
will promptly return any citation or facsimile properly requested by CITY.  CONTRACTOR will 
maintain records indicating any suspension of citation as a result of AGENCY'S request.  
CONTRACTOR shall be paid the contractual rate hereinafter provided for processing the 
citations suspended by CITY.

1.13 Payments by U.S. Mail:  It is the citizen’s responsibility to ensure that payments are 
received on or before the date due.  The date received by CONTRACTOR will be the criteria to 
establish any delinquent fees due.

1.14 Parking Citation System Master File Update:  CONTRACTOR will regularly, on a daily basis, 
update the parking citation database with new citations, payments, reductions, cancellations, 
dismissals and any other pertinent data.

ARTICLE II – PERMIT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

2.1 Permit Management System: CONTRACTOR will provide a permit management system that 
will allow for the ability for CITY to manage permits issued within the City and provide the 
capability for customer service, online purchase, fulfillment capabilities, finance integration, 
and tracking and managing of all permits, via reporting capabilities.  The permit management 
system will be based on CITY’s business rules, inclusive of the types of permits, duration of 
permits, cost, etc.

2.2 Collection and deposit of funds:  A "direct deposit" system shall be employed for all funds 
received in payment of permits.  CITY shall own the account and deposits shall be made directly 
into the account by CONTRACTOR for the collecting CITY.  CONTRACTOR will invoice CITY for 
services rendered.  If CONTRACTOR deposits into an account held jointly between CITY and 
CONTRACTOR, CONTRACTOR shall reconcile the account the month following the banking 
activity, disburse all revenue due CITY, CONTRACTOR and all refunds and provide all supporting 
documentation for CITY records.   

2.3 Identification of Registered Vehicle Owners:  CONTRACTOR shall exert best efforts and 
attempt to obtain the name and address of the registered vehicle owner from the State 
Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) for each vehicle for which a permit undergoes a real time 
DMV authorization.  CONTRACTOR shall follow all procedures specified by the DMV and be 
consistent with the Vehicle Code when identifying registered vehicle owners.

2.4 Notices/Communication: CONTRACTOR will generate and mail required notices/letters 
regarding permit introductory, renewal and/or any additional correspondence CITY deems 
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necessary.  This is inclusive of email blasts/communication.

2.5 Integrations: CONTRACTOR will provide the necessary integrations needed by CITY, with the 
Permit Management System, which is inclusive of LPR, Handheld units and Financial systems. 
CONTRACTOR does not charge for integrations and will not pay for any integrations.

2.6 Permit Management System Master File Update:  CONTRACTOR will regularly, on a daily 
basis, update the permit database with new permits, payments, cancellations, replacements 
and any other pertinent data.  This system will also integrate with the parking citation database.

ARTICLE III – MOBILE LICENSE PLATE RECOGNITION (LPR) SYSTEM

3.1 Referral and Reconciliation:  CONTRACTOR shall provide hardware, software and services 
for implementation of an LPR system for parking enforcement. CONTRACTOR shall receive from 
LPR technology parking citation data which CONTRACTOR will process accordingly.  

3.2 Management and Support: CONTRACTOR will provide management of the LPR integration 
as well as ongoing support for CITY as needed.

3.3 Integrations: CONTRACTOR will ensure the LPR system provides CITY with real-time license 
plate based monitoring of time limits, scofflaw, permit status, pay-by-plate (as applicable) 
parking sessions, mobile payment, boot/tow lists and any white list databases provided by 
California Law Enforcement Telecommunication System (CLETS).

ARTICLE IV - PAYMENT PROCESSING

4.1 Disposition Processing:  CONTRACTOR will maintain all citation dispositions for a minimum 
of two (2) years.  Closed citations will remain on-line for at least one (1) year, for research and 
statistical purposes.

4.2 Payments Processing:  CONTRACTOR shall process citation and permit payments within 
twenty-four (24) hours of receipt.  Payments shall be immediately posted in one (1) of three (3) 
following categories:

     "Regular Payments" are payments with the correct bail, paid on or before the due date.  
(This includes payments properly complying with prior Notices-of-Intent).

     "Partial Payments" are payments paid for less than the amount of bail due.  A notice or 
additional correspondence may advise defendant of late charges and/or incorrect bail.

     "Court/Hearing Requests" are all requests for administrative/court hearings by defendants.  
These requests are sorted so that bail submitted is immediately posted, and if needed the 
original citations are retrieved.
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4.3 Miscellaneous Letters Processing:  CONTRACTOR will receive and review all miscellaneous 
correspondence.  These are generally letters requesting meter checks, refunds, voids, or 
otherwise setting forth complaints.  These letters will be researched by CONTRACTOR for 
proper follow-up either by CITY or by CONTRACTOR.

4.4 Batching Procedures:  CONTRACTOR shall maintain an effective method of internal control 
procedures.  Such procedures shall involve reconciliation of all payments received using 
generally accepted accounting principles.  After proper reconciliation, deposit slips shall be 
prepared for and deposits made at the appropriate bank, including an itemized listing of all 
batch numbers included in the deposit.  The batch of citation payment documentation shall 
then be scanned and stored electronically on the network for a minimum period of three (3) 
years.

4.5 Cash Payments:  CONTRACTOR shall maintain an effective method of handling cash 
payments.  All cash received through the mail, shall be logged in a cash journal.  Thereafter, 
effective internal control procedures shall be implemented to reconcile such payments, using 
generally accepted accounting principles.

4.6 Deposits:  All deposits shall be made daily, subject to regular banking hours.
Deposits shall be itemized and detailed information will be captured regarding submitted funds.  
Deposit slips shall be prepared in triplicate.  If a joint account 
between CONTRACTOR and CITY is opened, all deposits shall be directly deposited and 
CONTRACTOR shall perform all reconciliation and check generation along with monthly 
invoicing.  If only CITY'S designated bank account is used, CONTRACTOR will deposit directly 
into the designated account, but will have no authorization to perform any other duties.  
Monthly invoicing will be generated by the parking management system and CITY will be 
responsible to reconcile the account and cut all checks.  In that case, CITY will supply deposit 
slips and endorsement stamp to CONTRACTOR

4.7 Revenue Report:  A monthly revenue report will list all revenues received during a given 
month.  This report will also provide information regarding CITY'S responsibility for any taxes on 
collected funds. 

ARTICLE V – WEB SITE

5.1 Citation Management Web Site: CONTRACTOR offers a web site for CITY review and 
interface of its database, including all citations and information relating to changes in status.

5.2 Permit Management Web Site: CONTRACTOR offers a web site for CITY review and interface 
of its permit database including all permits and information relating to status, payment, etc.

5.3 Patron Web Site Access:  When CITY has web site access, the citizens who receive citations 
will be able to access the web site to review their individual citations, pay on-line and appeal 
on-line.  Additionally, citizens will be able to access the website for permit account set, up, 
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procurement of permits and payment.

5.4 Web Site Interaction:  The web site may be “view only” or “interactive,” for CITY staff 
depending on requirements of CITY.

5.5 Web Site Reports: Web site reports are available to CITY on a daily 24/7 schedule and 
export into Excel for easy flexible reporting.

5.6 Web Site Cost:  User ID’s and passwords will be assigned to CITY at no cost.

ARTICLE VI – ADDITIONAL SERVICES 

6.1 California Vehicle Code 40215:  Services provided include accepting and scheduling the first 
level administrative appeal (with the decision being made by City staff), accepting, scheduling, 
reviewing and hearing the second level administrative appeals, interfacing and providing 
backup for Court appearances and notifying CITY contestants by phone and in writing of 
decisions.  CITY shall be responsible to pay the $25.00 Court filing fee if the review and 
administrative hearing decisions are overturned by the Court.  

6. 2 Other Collections:  CONTRACTOR shall retain a percent of payments collected on
delinquent citations which have been processed in accordance with the current Agreement,
and meet the following criteria:

A. Delinquent citations; those for which the California State Department of
Motor Vehicles have been placed on a registration hold and/or dropped from
the registration hold due to a transfer of ownership or non-renewal of
registration or a registration hold has not been placed, but the normal daily
processing cycle is complete.

B. Citations with out-of-state license plates.
C. Any other problem or special citations that CITY so

designates and refers to CONTRACTOR under this Agreement.

6.3 Postal Rate Increase:  CONTRACTOR will maintain auditable records to document 
CONTRACTOR'S actual postage costs associated with the mailing of delinquency notices for 
unpaid citations and for other mailings related to the processing of correspondence.  If there is 
a postal increase, that increase may be invoiced effective on the date that the postal rate 
increase goes into effect.

ARTICLE VII - GENERAL

7.1 Public Inquiries:  CONTRACTOR will respond to inquiries by telephone or letter of a 
nonjudicial nature.  Inquiries of a judicial nature will be referred to CITY for determination, 
unless CONTRACTOR has been designated in writing to handle appeals.

7.2 CONTRACTOR Limitations:  CONTRACTOR shall not take legal action or threaten legal action 
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in any specific case without CITY'S prior written approval.

7.3 Use of Approved Forms:  All forms, delinquency notices, and correspondence sent by 
CONTRACTOR in connection with the Agreement shall be subject to CITY’s prior written 
approval.  These must conform to State and local law.

7.5 Ownership:    All computer software and systems, related automated and manual 
procedures, instructions, computer programs, and data storage media containing same, and 
written procedures performed hereunder (collectively the "System") are and shall remain 
exclusively the sole property of CONTRACTOR, and CITY shall acquire no right or title to said 
Systems.

7.6 Property of CITY:  All documents, records and tapes supplied by CITY to CONTRACTOR in 
performance of this contract are agreed to be and shall remain the sole property of CITY.  
CONTRACTOR agrees to return same promptly to CITY no later than forty-five (45) days 
following written notice to CONTRACTOR.  CITY shall make arrangements with CONTRACTOR for 
the transmission of such data to CITY upon payment to CONTRACTOR of the cost of copy and 
delivery of such tape from CONTRACTOR'S computer facilities to CITY'S designated point of 
delivery, plus any open invoices. 

7.7 Confidentiality:  In order to enable CONTRACTOR to carry out its work hereunder, to some 
extent it will have to impart to CITY'S employees’ information contained in the Materials and 
Systems (collectively the "CONFIDENTIAL DATA"). CITY agrees that information contained in the 
data that was marked in writing as "CONFIDENTIAL", "PROPRIETARY" or similarly, so as to give 
notice of its confidential nature, when submitted to CITY by CONTRACTOR shall be retained by 
CITY in the strictest confidence and shall not be used or disclosed in any form except unless 
required to be released under California law.  CITY recognizes that irreparable harm could be 
occasioned to CONTRACTOR by disclosure of CONFIDENTIAL DATA that is related to its business 
and that CONTRACTOR may accordingly seek to protect such CONFIDENTIAL DATA by enjoining 
disclosure.

7.8 Consent for Disclosure:  No report, information, data, files, or tapes furnished or prepared 
by CONTRACTOR or its subcontractors, successors, officers, employees, servants, or agents shall 
be made available to any individual or organization without the prior written approval of CITY
other than to individuals or organizations that are necessary to properly effectuate the terms 
and conditions of this Agreement, unless requested under State or Federal law, subpoena or 
court order.  CITY shall promptly inform CONTRACTOR of any such request or order of 
disclosure immediately upon receipt by CITY. This Non-Disclosure obligation shall survive the 
termination of this Agreement.

7.9 CONTRACTOR Files:  CONTRACTOR shall maintain master files on parking citations and 
permits referred to it for processing under the Scope of Work for ___ years.  Such files will 
contain records of payments, dispositions, and any other pertinent information required to 
provide a reasonable audit trail.
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7.10 Storage for CITY:

A. CONTRACTOR agrees to store original citations, manually scanned or received
electronically, on the network for a minimum of three (3) years. CITY relieves
CONTRACTOR of all liability costs associated with data released by CITY to any
other person or entity using such data.

B. Upon the termination of the Agreement, CONTRACTOR will return all hard
copies to CITY or shred them at CITY’s written direction.  If requested, an
electronic file, diskette or CD of all processed data will be available to CITY.

ARTICLE VIII - REPORTS

8.1 Periodic Reports:  CONTRACTOR will submit written reports to CITY each month.  The 
reports will provide activities relating to performance under this Scope of Services.  Among the 
reports, which CONTRACTOR will generate, are the following:

A. Report of Revenue Collected for Period
B. Report for Parking Citations Issued for Period
C. A balanced summary report for issuing CITY providing the status of all parking

citations at the beginning of the period, current period and at the end of the
period.

D. A report for issuing CITY identifying registered vehicle owners with multiple
outstanding parking citations.

E. A report for issuing CITY identifying the parking citations issued, location, and
violation by officer.

F. Report of permit types purchased for Period

8.2 PCI Compliance Reports/Certificates: Quarterly and Ad Hoc certificates will be sent to CITY.

8.3 Annual Reports:  Annually, CONTRACTOR shall comply with existing state laws.

ARTICLE IX – SECURITY PROVISIONS

14.1 Security Provisions: CITY agrees to follow all defined security requirements including but not 
limited to:

A) All CITY employees who are provided access to services provided by
CONTRACTOR must complete a background check and must complete annual
security awareness trainings.

B) All CITY employees must sign security agreement documents subject to the
source state of the information being obtained by DMV entities.
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C) CITY must inform CONTRACTOR within 24 hours of a CITY  employee with access
to CONTRACTOR services leaving their role.

D) CITY must inform CONTRACTOR of any breach of information within 24 hours, so
the appropriate government agencies can be notified of the breach.

E) CITY understands and agrees that security requirements may change and be
updated to reflect the most current security requirements of the government
agencies CONTRACTOR works with to obtain vehicle registered information.

F) CITY understands that evidence of the security requirements may be requested
to comply with CONTRACTOR audit requirements of the governmental agencies
CONTRACTOR works with.

G) CITY understands and agrees that access to confidential registered owner
information may be immediately restricted or terminated if any of the
mandatory provisions above are found to be violated or abused.
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EXHIBIT B

SCHEDULE OF PAYMENT AND RATES

CITY shall compensate CONTRACTOR for the satisfactory performance of the work described 
in Exhibit A in a total amount not to exceed One Million Three Hundred Sixty-Nine Thousand 
Two Hundred Fourteen Dollars ($1,369,214.00) at the fees and costs set forth in this Exhibit.  
Any optional and additional goods or services described in this Exhibit shall not be undertaken 
without the express direction of the CITY in writing. 

RATES/FEES:

Citation Management System Fees:

� Manual Parking Citation Processing: $0.32

� Electronic Parking Citation Processing: $0.32

� Per Citation Notice (includes postage): $0.74

� Per out-of-state DMV Inquiry: $1.50 

� Per payment processed by CONTRACTOR (mail in): $1.00 

� Per customer call accepted by CONTRACTOR: $.50 

� Per appeal document uploaded by Contractor (mail in): $.50

� Secondary/Delinquent Collections: 21% of revenue collected
� This fee will be assessed when a citation is sixty (60) days past the citation issue date, or

when a second (2nd) notice is sent if sooner than sixty (60) days, assuming a first notice has
been sent to the registered owner and the citation is not on hold for any reason

� Applies to Franchise Tax Board processing & SSN look-up

Optional Services:

Acceptance and Scanning of Indigent Payment Plan Requests 
Approval/Denial by CONTRACTOR – Optional $5.00 per request

Additional Correspondence - Optional $1.00 per letter
� Including but not limited to the following letters:

o Adjudication Disposition letters
o Hearing Schedule/Reschedule letters
o Letters of Correction
o Fled letters
o Indigent Payment Plan letters
o Partial Payment Letters
o Refund Letters
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2nd Level Hearing Disposition - Optional $45.00 per hearing

Joint / Escrow Banking Services – Optional $100.00 per month
Services for the above-mentioned item include:
� Daily deposits of funds to CITY’s escrow account
� Online, real-time reconciliation reports that tie directly to the bank statement
� Processing of all credit card charge-backs and Insufficient Funds
� Month-end reconciliation of all funds collected
� Disbursement of County / State Surcharges at month-end
� Payment of CONTRACTOR’s invoice
� Disbursement of the net remittance to CITY
� Scanning of all payments directly to joint bank account daily using remote check deposit
� CITY will be responsible for the purchase of banking supplies, including checks and

endorsement stamps; these fees typically run $200.00 per year

Charge-backs and NSF’s – Optional $3.00 per issued instance
� CONTRACTOR will process credit card charge-backs and NSFs when notified of each

occurrence
� Once processed, CONTRACTOR will send a custom letter to the individual detailing the

returned item and the amount due on the citation

Refunds - Optional $3.00 per issued instance
� CONTRACTOR will process refunds when notified of each need
� In the event CITY utilizes Joint Banking CONTRACTOR will verify, generate and send each

refund due
� Refunds will be issued weekly
� Refunds will be sent via 1st Class Mail

Online Access for CITY’s Patrons: Included
CITY’s Patrons will have the ability to perform the following functions online:

� View real-time citation(s) data
� Pay for a single or many citation(s)
� Request a 1st Level Administrative Review and attach up to three documents

supporting their position
� Request a 2nd Level Administrative Hearing Request and attach up to three

documents supporting their position
� Print a receipt
� View pictures of the citation taken by the issuing officer (if CITY allows)

Online Access for CITY’s Staff: Included
Access to CITY’s data is based on unique usernames and passwords assigned to each 
individual who requires access to the system. CONTRACTOR does not limit the number 
of individuals who have access to the system and the number and types of access can 
change at any point with a simple email request to CONTRACTOR. 
CONTRACTOR’s Solution is setup to maintain a complete audit trail for each and every 
transaction in the system so that the username is displayed next to every transaction in 
the system, indicating who performed the transaction and when. 

Dependent on the access rights provided to each CITY staff member, the following 
capabilities are available: 
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� View real-time citation(s) data, including pictures taken by the Issuing Officer
� Accept payment via VISA, MasterCard, Discover and American Express credit/debit

cards
� Accept payment via Cash, Check or Money Order
� Process NSFs and Refunds
� Reduce or increase violation amounts, dismiss citations, void citations and place a

citation on hold
� Change citation data, including violations, date, time, plate, location, comments,

make, model, color, registration expiration date and others
� Perform Administrative Reviews online by entering the disposition directly online
� Generate a time expired or letter of non-responsibility for a citation in the

adjudication process
� View the complete reason for the Review Request and supporting documentation

provided by the Appellant directly online
� Edit Appellant information
� Upload disposition documents sent to CITY via US Mail
� Add a note to a citation and see all comments added to the citation
� View the reason for the 2nd Level Administrative Hearing Request online and view

the supporting documentation provided by the Appellant, directly online
� Print a receipt with or without registered owner information

Reporting:  Included
� CONTRACTOR offers 36 reports online as well as a Customized reporting

application for CITY to generate, print and re-print 24/7. CONTRACTOR provides
real-time reports that can be generated for any timeframe required and
CONTRACTOR provides pre-processed/month-end reports that reflect the month-
end view of data.

� All reports are available online and because CONTRACTOR does not purge data
unless specifically requested to do so by a client, the data is available as long as
CITY is a client.

� All reports are generated in HTML so CONTRACTOR’s clients can copy and paste
the data into Excel for data manipulation purposes.

� If CITY were to request a report that was not already available, CONTRACTOR
would work with CITY to design the report and provide it to CITY at no cost.

Manual Payment Processing: Included
� Manually received payments (checks, cash, money orders and credit card payments

sent via US Mail) are received at CONTRACTOR’s PO Box in Newport Beach where
a bonded and insured courier picks up the mail daily and delivers it to
CONTRACTOR’s Newport Beach office

� On-site Mail Department opens, sorts and batches the payments before providing
them to CONTRACTOR’s on-site Data Entry Department

� After double-blind entry of each payment, the citations are updated by
CONTRACTOR’s Quality Assurance team

� Payments are then provided to CONTRACTOR’s Accounting Department where
daily deposit slips are completed and provided to a bonded, insured courier who
takes them to the bank

Registered Owner Information:  Included
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� Registered owner information for all citations issued on California license plates
� Turnaround time for acquisition of California registered owner information is same

day
� Registered owner information for all citations issued on out of state license plates
� CONTRACTOR is a recognized Strategic Partner with NLETs and has access to

registered owner information nationwide through the NLETs service
� Access to this system requires the use of the County’s ORI for tracking purposes

only; CONTRACTOR will utilize its own ORI for actually acquiring the out of state
data

� Turnaround time for acquisition of out of state registered owner information using
NLETs is same day

California DMV Holds and Releases:  Included
� California DMV Holds and Release performed daily via an online connection
� Holds and releases can also be performed real-time, upon request
� Citation amounts placed on hold are updated daily in the event a partial payment is

made

Customer Service:  Included
� CONTRACTOR provides a live, bi-lingual, on-site Customer Service Department

that is fully trained to answer questions related to citation issuance, payment,
adjudication, fix-it tickets, sign-offs, FTB, advanced credit reporting collections and
more

� All calls are recorded to quality assurance and recordings can be sent to CITY at
any time for review.

� CONTRACTOR’s IVR is bi-lingual and accessible via several toll-free numbers; the
IVR provides real-time information to the caller regarding current status, including
the amount due

� The IVR accepts VISA, MasterCard, Discover, and American Express

Web Presence:  Included
� CONTRACTOR’s Solution is 100% web-based and Section 508 Compliant and is

provided at:  www.CitationProcessingCenter.com; this is a generic website in the
sense that it is not CITY branded. This website allows for CITY and CITY’s Patrons
to access citations online

� If CITY prefers to have an CITY branded website, one in which the look and feel
mimics that of CITY’s website, CONTRACTOR can and will provide this feature to
CITY.

Conversion: Included
� CONTRACTOR will convert the citations currently with CITY’s existing vendor at no

cost to CITY
� Citations that have not had a payment and do not have a registered owner will

immediately be sent to the appropriate DMV so as to obtain a registered owner
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Credit / Debit Card Processing:  $3.50 per transaction
� There is no charge to CITY for credit / debit card processing; however, the Patron is

charged $3.50 per transaction; this means the Patron can pay for a single or many
citations at once and incur a single $3.50 fee.

� Also applicable to Permit purchases utilizing a credit/debit card

Payment Plan Processing - Optional  $15.00 per transaction
� An administrative fee will be assessed to Patrons who wish to participate in a

payment plan
� This fee will cover the cost of the payment plan initiation, and the cost of a

confirmation letter that is sent to the Patron confirming the details of the payment
plan

� CITY will have the ability to determine whether Payment Plans are accepted and, if
so, what the parameters for payment will be

Credit Card Chargeback Processing  $30.00 per transaction
� If a chargeback occurs, a fee will be charged to the Patron for the processing of the

chargeback
� No fee will be charged to CITY

Citation Issuance Device Fees:

Handheld Unit 2 piece – Samsung A50 or A51 Purchase $900.00 per unit

Printer for Android Handheld Unit – TSC 3” $300.00 per unit

Handheld Unit 1 piece – N5Z1 Print $2,595.00 per unit

Per monthly software license fee $25.00 per unit

Electronic Ticket Stock – per citation $.045 per cite

Data Plan - Optional Straight Pass Through per Unit - TBD

Repair/Replacement of Handheld – Optional $25.00 per unit/month
� Available if CONTRACTOR provides the handheld units
� Repair/Replacement within 1 business day
� Zero deductible

Repair/Replacement of Printer – Optional $15.00 per unit/month
� Available if CONTRACTOR provides the printers
� Repair/Replacement within 1 business day
� Zero deductible

Permit Management System (PMS):
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Permit Management System Subscription
$1,250.00/month
� Inclusive of all PMS software fees, services and support

Per Permit Fulfilled by Contractor
$2.00

Per Permit Renewal Notice (includes postage)
$1.00

Per Customer Call Accepted by Contractor
$.50

CONTRACTOR – Permit Application Review $5.00 per 
permit
� Approval/Denial
� Fulfillment (if applicable)

LPR Vendor Fee Schedule:

Hardware:

LPR System -      $17,220.00
� Inclusive of camera equipment, in-vehicle laptop (including laptop-mounting

equipment for Ford C-Max or similar), communications equipment including GPS
technology and all associated mounting hardware and cables

Shipping $130.00

Installation $1,900.00

Warranty (Year 1) $0.00

Warranty (Total for years 2-5) $4,200.00

Software, Set-Up, Development:

On-site Training &Testing – one-time fee $1,250.00

Licensing Fees $400.00 or 
$275.00

� Per camera, per year, different tiers based on CAM qty

Software Fees $1,000.00
� Parking tool kit, per unit/per year

System Integration Costs Up to $3,000.00 per year
� Per integration/per year

��������������������������������������	�������������
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Cost to Set-Up/Develop new Interfaces, Reports, etc. TBD

Start Up and Configuration – one-time fee $1,275.00

Start Up and Commissioning Per Unit - one-time fee $875.00

Travel/Site Visit – one-time fee $1,550.00

Travel for Cellular Testing – one-time fee $1,550.00

LPR Optional/Enhanced Services:

Additional Cameras – per add on camera $2,150.00 

Mobile Companion Parking Application $2,000.00
� First year is free
� Fee pertains per concurrent user, beginning year 2

CONTRACTOR shall submit to CITY a detailed invoice, on a monthly basis or less frequently, 
for the services performed pursuant to this Agreement. Each invoice shall itemize the services 
rendered during the billing period and the amount due. Within 30 days of receipt of each 
invoice, CITY shall pay all undisputed amounts included on the invoice. CITY shall pay 
CONTRACTOR said Consideration in accordance with the schedule of payment set forth in this 
Exhibit.
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ATTACHMENT 1 TO EXHIBIT B

LICENSE PLATE RECOGNITION SCHEDULE OF FEES

Vigilant Solutions, LLC

1152 Stealth Street

Livermore, California 94551

(P) 925-398-2079     (F) 925-398-2113

Issued To: Data Ticket Inc - Attention: Brook Westcott Date: 10-15-20

Project Name: Beverly Hills Parking RFP 4 Units Quote ID: RUR-0048-16

PROJECT QUOTATION
Vigilant Solutions, LLC are pleased to quote the following systems for the above referenced 

project:

Hardware

Qty Item #   Description

(4) Mobile LPR SYS-1

CDM-3-112-RHD

Mobile LPR 3-Camera Reaper High-Definition System (Expandable to 4 Cams)

Hardware:

● Qty=2 6mm lens package

● Qty=1 8mm lens package

● VLP-5200 Processing Unit

● Wiring harness w/ ignition control (Direct to Battery)

o Single point power connection

● Field installed GPS antenna

Software:

● CarDetector Mobile LPR software application for MDC unit

o LPR vehicle license plate scanning / real time alerting

o Full suite of LPR tools including video tool set

Subtotal Price (Excluding sales tax) $53,100.00
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Qty Item # Description

(4) VS-LBB-02-E LPR Camera Mounting Brackets - Light Bar Mounting Style - Complete Set

● LPR Camera Mounting Bracket - Rooftop under light bar

● Compatible with most Whelen, Code3, TOMAR, Federal Signal, Arjent S2 Light Bars

● Mounts up to four (4) LPR cameras

Subtotal Price (Excluding sales tax) $4,380.00

Qty Item # Description

(4) VS-COMPUTING Mobile Computing Package for CDM Operation.

● Includes fully rugged touch tablet, power supply, mount, dock, and cellular modem.

● Includes fully rugged touch tablet, power supply, mount, dock, and cellular modem.

Subtotal Price (Excluding sales tax) $20,000.00

Services

Qty Item # Description

(1) VS-MC-MP-PARK-01 Annual Mobile Companion Concurrent User License for Multi-plate Scan Feature -
For Parking Enforcement agencies with Existing Vigilant LPR Hardware

● One (1) annual concurrent user license for the Mobile Companion Multi-plate scan
feature

● Requires agency LEARN or Client Portal account, and features will be dependent on
agency access to modules of LEARN or Client Portal

● The concurrent user license may be shared across users

● Only one user may use the license at a given time

● Application utilized for Parking Enforcement, including functionality within the Parking
Toolkit

Subtotal Price (Excluding sales tax) $0.00

Qty Item # Description

(4) VS-VPS-PT-01 Parking Enforcement System Toolkit

● Annual fee per-system

● Toolkit enables Vigilant LPR systems to receive alerts on chalking (timed parking)
violations as well as whitelist violations for vehicles that have not paid, do not have
permits, or are otherwise not on a registered list of vehicles

● Included with a Vigilant Mobile System Subscription

Subtotal Price (Excluding sales tax) $4,000.00
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Qty Item # Description

(1) VS-CLIENTPORTAL-H Client Portal Account

● Vigilant Client Portal account for management of client-owned LPR data and systems

● Management of users, data sharing and access control permissions

● Use of Vigilant's patented analytic tools

Subtotal Price (Excluding sales tax) $0.00

Qty Item # Description

(1) VSBSCSVC-03 Vigilant LPR Basic Service Package for Hosted/Managed LPR Deployments

● Managed/hosted server account services by Vigilant

o Includes access to all LEARN or Client Portal and CarDetector software updates

● Priced per camera per year for 31-60 total camera units

● Requires new/existing Enterprise Service Agreement (ESA)

Subtotal Price (Excluding sales tax) $4,800.00

Qty Item # Description

(3) VS-VPS-PI-INT Parking Integration

● Enables integration for payment validation using LPR

● Integration allows for credentials to be entered into the Client Portal software for
synchronization of parking locations and paid vehicles to Vigilant LPR systems

● Annual fee, per integration

Subtotal Price (Excluding sales tax) $3,000.00

Qty Item # Description

(1) SSU-LN-COM Vigilant Start Up & Configuration of Hosted/Managed Server Account

● New client account setup

● Required for all hosted/managed client accounts

Subtotal Price (Excluding sales tax) $1,275.00

Qty Item # Description

(4) SSU-SYS-COM Vigilant System Start Up & Commissioning of 'In Field' LPR system

● Vigilant technician to visit customer site

● Includes system start up, configuration and commissioning of LPR system

● Applies to mobile (1 System) and fixed (1 Camera) LPR systems

Subtotal Price (Excluding sales tax) $3,500.00
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Qty Item # Description

(1) VS-TRNG Vigilant End User Training

● End user training for Vigilant products

o Covers all client purchased applications

o Includes classroom and field operation training

● Vigilant certified technician to visit site and perform one training class

Subtotal Price (Excluding sales tax) $1,250.00

Qty Item # Description

(1) VS-TRVL-01 Vigilant Travel via CITY Site Visit

● Vigilant certified technician to visit CITY site

● Includes all travel costs for onsite support services

Subtotal Price (Excluding sales tax) $1,550.00

Qty Item # Description

(4) VS-INSTALL Field installation services for 3-camera mobile LPR system.

● One time cost.

Subtotal Price (Excluding sales tax) $7,600.00

Qty Item # Description

(4) VS-SHP-01 Vigilant Shipping Charges

● Applies to each Mobile LPR System

● Shipping Method is FOB Shipping

Subtotal Price (Excluding sales tax) $520.00

Quote Notes:

1. All prices are quoted in USD and will remain firm and in effect for 60 days.

2. Returns or exchanges will incur a 15% restocking fee.

3. Orders requiring immediate shipment may be subject to a 15% QuickShip fee.

4. System proposed can perform permit, time limit, and scofflaw enforcement.

5. You have one year of factory warranty with every purchase. Extended warranty is available for
years 2-5. This purchase must be made with the original procurement or within the year one
factory warranty period for all the additional years you wish to cover. It is not a year by year
renewal.

6. Sales Tax is included in the quote.
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7. 3 Integrations.

8. Mobile Companion 1 year free.

Quoted by: 

Russell Robinson - Solution Sales Representative - 949-327-7391 - russell.robinson@vigilantsolutions.com

Price  (Excluding sales tax) $104,975.00
Tax 9.5% $7,360.60
Total Price $112,335.60

Annual Cost:
Annual Recurring Costs

Line Item Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
CLK (Software) $3,840 $3,840 $3,840 $3,840
Integrations $3,000 $3,000 $3,000 $3,000
MC $2,000 $2,000 $2,000 $2,000
Parking Toolkit $4,000 $4,000 $4,000 $4,000
Total $12,840 $12,840 $12,840 $12,840
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EXHIBIT C

CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE

This is to certify that the following endorsement is part of the policy(ies) described below:

NAMED INSURED COMPANIES AFFORDING COVERAGE
A.
B.

ADDRESS C.

COMPANY
(A.  B.  C.) COVERAGE

POLICY
NUMBER

EXPIRATION
DATE

B.I. LIMITS
P.D.

AGGREGATE

�AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY

�GENERAL LIABILITY

�PRODUCTS/COMPLETED
OPERATIONS

�BLANKET CONTRACTUAL

�CONTRACTOR'S PROTECTIVE

�PERSONAL INJURY

�EXCESS LIABILITY

�WORKERS' COMPENSATION

�
It is hereby understood and agreed that the City of Beverly Hills, its City Council and each member thereof and every officer and 
employee of the City shall be named as joint and several assureds with respect to claims arising out of the following project or 
agreement:

It is further agreed that the following indemnity agreement between the City of Beverly Hills and the named insured is covered 
under the policy:  Contractor agrees to indemnify, hold harmless and defend City, its City Council and each member thereof and 
every officer and employee of City from any and all liability or financial loss resulting from any suits, claims, losses or actions 
brought against and from all costs and expenses of litigation brought against City, its City Council and each member thereof and 
any officer or employee of City which results directly or indirectly  from the wrongful or negligent actions of contractor's 
officers, employees, agents or others employed by Contractor while engaged by Contractor in the (performance of this 
agreement) construction of this project.

It is further agreed that the inclusion of more than one assured shall not operate to increase the limit of the company's liability and 
that insurer waives any right of contribution with insurance which may be available to the City of Beverly Hills.

In the event of cancellation or material change in the above coverage, the company will give 30 days written notice of 
cancellation or material change to the certificate holder.

Except to certify that the policy(ies) described above have the above endorsement attached, this certificate or verification of 
insurance is not an insurance policy  and does not amend, extend or alter the coverage afforded by the policies listed herein.  
Notwithstanding any requirement, term, or condition of any contract or other document with respect to which this certificate or 
verification of insurance may be issued or may pertain, the insurance afforded by the policies described herein is subject to all the 
terms, exclusions and conditions of such policies.

DATE: BY:
Authorized Insurance Representative

TITLE:
CITY: ADDRESS:

RM02.DOC  REVISED 10/14/96.
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CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION DISCLAIMER 
 
This proposal contains certain confidential and valuable information in the form of ideas, 
know-how, concepts, processes, plans and trade secrets that belong to Data Ticket, Inc. 
In accordance with the California Public Records Act, this confidential information shall 
not be disclosed outside the City and shall not be duplicated, used, or disclosed in whole 
or in part for any purpose except in the procurement process. Confidential information 
contained in this document is noted on each applicable page or image. Serious and 
irreparable competitive disadvantage in future procurements could result from the 
release of any confidential information contained in this proposal. Please notify us 
immediately, in writing if there is a request for disclosure of any confidential information 
so that Data Ticket will have an opportunity to participate in any disclosure discussions. 
 
The following data, furnished in connection with this solicitation, shall not be disclosed 
except to those who are directly involved with the evaluation within the City and shall not 
be duplicated, used or disclosed in whole or in part for any purpose other than to 
evaluate the proposal provided. If a contract is awarded to this offer or in connection with 
the submission of this data, the City shall have the right to duplicate, use or disclose the 
data to the extent provided in the contract.  This restriction does not limit the City’s right 
to use information contained in the data, unless it is obtained under proper authorization 
from another source without restriction. 
 
Note to the Cit  o  e er  i s: Data Ticket has responded to the City of Beverly Hills 
in full for every requirement identified. We respectfully request the City provide Data 
Ticket with the option to remove the following areas of our RFP Response in the event 
the City releases this Response to the public: 
 

o Screen Samples / Screen Shots of our Proprietary Solution 
o Report Samples of our Proprietary Solution 
o Audited Financials of Data Ticket, Inc, a privately held California Corporation 
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Section   b  Forma  Transmission Letter 
 
 
Ms. Maria Lara 
Beverly Hills Police Department 
RE: RFP 20-170-02 
464 North Rexford Drive 
Beverly Hills, CA 90210 
 
August   
 
Dear Ms. Lara and Selection Committee: 
 
Data Ticket, Inc. appreciates the opportunity to respond to the Request for Proposal for 
Parking Citation and Permit Management System, Including Citation Issuance Devices 
and Mobile License Plate Recognition Technology for Beverly Hills. We will demonstrate 
through our response to the City’s RFP our ability to exceed all requirements detailed 
and to provide the highest level of technology and performance today and in the years to 
come.  
 
Data Ticket, Inc. is a California Corporation, founded in 1989. Data Ticket is a California 
certified Small Business and a California certified Women Owned business.  
 
Data Ticket has been providing parking citation processing for 30 years and permitting 
solutions for over 14 years. Our services are offered nation-wide and we currently 
process permits and parking citations for over 500 clients.  
 
We understand the City intends to change a number or processes and practices that 
require enhanced services, modern technology and client and customer support above 
and beyond what is currently in place.  
 
We believe Data Ticket is the most forward-thinking parking citation and permit 
processing vendor in the industry and we believe we are the right partner to usher in the 
significant changes that are required by the City, the public, and other constituents.  
 
Statement of Interest: 
Data Ticket is excited about the opportunity to provide the required services to the City of 
Beverly Hills. Our response is inclusive of all RFP components required. Data Ticket will 
provide the citation management solution, permit management solution, handheld 
citation issuance devices and citation enforcement software while Vigilant will provide the 
license plate recognition solution.  
 
Data Ticket has offered to be the single point of contact for the City thus managing the 
Vigilant Solutions component and being responsible for the contract with Vigilant. Of 
course, if the City prefers, it can sign a separate agreement with Vigilant and manage the 
contract separately. We have found through our experience that communication and 
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service are often better executed under a single contract; however, we understand each 
agency has its own unique requirements.  
 
We have recently been awarded the contract with the City of Pasadena to provide a 
citation management solution, permit management solution, vehicle acquisition, 
handheld citation issuance devices and citation enforcement software with Vigilant 
Solutions providing the LPR system. The City elected to have Data Ticket sign and 
manage the contract with Vigilant and within 4 months of the City Council approval, the 
solutions are live, and conversion is complete. 
 
If awarded the City’s contract, we will experience the same success in the same amount 
of time.   
 
Statement of Validity Period: 
This proposal shall remain valid for 365 days from the RFP closing date. 
 
Contact Person: 
The individual authorized to negotiate and bind the firm contractually to all statements in 
this proposal is Brook Westcott, Chief Operating Officer. Questions regarding this 
proposal should be directed to Brook Westcott at Data Ticket’s corporate headquarters.  

2603 Main Street, Suite 300  Irvine, CA 92614  Office: 949-428-7240 
 
Additionally, Brook can be reached via email at BWestcott DataTicket.com or via a 
group email at ClientServices DataTicket.com.  
 
Summary: 
Our business model is simple: We offer our software and our services to our clients at 
fair prices. We offer “living” software that is consistently enhanced to provide the most 
advanced features in the industry. We offer services to our clients and to the public to 
create a cohesive experience for the public regardless of communication points. We 
believe that consistency in messaging and transparency in processing and services is 
the key to an efficient, effective permit and parking citation program.  
 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide a response to the City’s RFP. We believe after 
review of our response, you will determine that Data Ticket is the most responsible, 
responsive bidder.  
 
 
Best Regards, 
 

 
 
Brook Westcott 
Chief Operating Officer 
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Section   c  E ecuti e Summar  
 
Data Ticket, Inc. is a California Corporation that provides parking citation processing, 
citation issuance hardware, citation enforcement software, administrative citation 
processing, parking permit management and collection services for Cities, Counties, 
Universities, Districts and other Public entities nationwide.  Data Ticket employs 54 full 
time Staff. Data Ticket was incorporated in California in 1989. We provide expertise to 
ensure that citations get processed and collected in a timely manner for over 500 
Agencies, nationwide.   
 
Data Ticket’s sole office is in Irvine, California. All work performed will be handled out of 
this office. Our offices are always open to our clients and we encourage in-person 
communication on a regular basis. Data Ticket, Inc. is a California certified Small 
Business Enterprise and a California certified Woman-Owned Business Enterprise. 
 
Data Ticket, Inc. has never been, nor is currently, involved in any bankruptcy. Likewise, 
we are not involved in a reorganization, liquidation or dissolution proceeding. A trustee or 
receiver has neither been appointed overall or to a substantial portion of the property of 
Data Ticket, Inc. under federal bankruptcy law or any state of insolvency law.  

 
Financial Stability & Capacity 
Data Ticket is privately owned and operated; we have no loans or debt. All our hardware 
and software are 100  owned, maintained, supported and upgraded by the company.  
 
Data Ticket is fiscally conservative and financially sound. There are no known financial 
issues that will prevent Data Ticket, Inc. from providing, implementing, and maintaining 
the proposed system for the term of the contract.  
 
In summary, we are fiscally conservative and financially sound, consistently planning for 
the future and ensuring that our research and system upgrades keep us at the forefront 
of the industry and provide our clients with fully tested, stable, leading edge technology 
and services. 
 
Approach and Challenges 
Through our response to the City’s RFP, you will find we have provided well thought-out 
responses to the City’s requirements but sometimes, as the saying goes, a picture is 
worth a thousand words. Below, we have provided an overview of how we see the City’s 
parking enforcement, citation management and permit management solution integrating 
with existing technology within the City.  
 
This graphic should be considered by the City as a living image that is updated regularly 
to ensure enforcement, citation management, permit management and all associated 
components are working in a single cohesive manner to better the City’s operations and 
to provide more flexibility for the City’s customers.  
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On the following page, we have provided an overview of how we see the Solution as it is 
fully implemented, with areas of ownership identifying who is responsible for each 
section of the work. This is simply a proposal which should be reviewed by all parties, 
discussed to increase efficiencies, and updated as a living document during the 
implementation as well as annually during the process review required by the City. You 
will note the blue dashed products / solutions are not supplied by Data Ticket and the 
black-outlined items are all managed, supplied and maintained by Data Ticket.  
 
Additionally, you’ll note we have identified intervals for the interfaces as Real-Time, Daily 
and As it Occurs’. Real-Time interfaces will utilize web services to share data across 
applications and products. Daily interfaces are those that share data between solutions 
daily and As it Occurs’ are those interfaces that occur randomly, without a schedule, 
such as walk-in payments.  
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Section   Proposer Format 
 
Data Ticket has read the Proposer Format requirements on in Section 7.1 on pages 46-
47 of the City’s RFP and we have adhered to them. 
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Section   Proposer Genera  In ormation 
 
Data Ticket has read the Proposer Format requirements on in Section 7.2 on pages 46-
48 of the City’s RFP and we have provided our response below. 
 
1. Data Ticket will be the City’s Prime Contractor. The City will have the option to either 

contract directly with Vigilant Solutions OR Data Ticket will contract with Vigilant 
Solutions on behalf of City. 

2. Please see the attached Appendix D – Form A documents for Data Ticket and for 
Vigilant Solutions. For the purposes of these forms, we have provided Data Ticket as 
the Prime Contractor and Vigilant as the Non-Prime; however, if the City prefers 
separate contracts with each vendor, that is not a problem for Data Ticket.  
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Data Ticket’s Form A 
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Vigilant’s Form A 
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3. Below we have provided three agencies for whom Data Ticket provides our citation 
management software and for which Vigilant provides their LPR solution.  

Data Ticket most recently responded to the City of Pasadena’s RFP for a Parking 
Citation and Permit Management Program that also included the requirement for 6 LPR 
vehicles and 6 complete LPR Hardware / Software installations on those vehicles. For 
this RFP Response, Data Ticket proposed to be the Prime Contractor. Data Ticket was 
awarded the contract via City Council approval in April 2020.  

i. Agenc : City of Pasadena, California 
ii. Project Date: August 2020  
iii. S stems Insta e :  

 Data Ticket: 
x Parking Citation Management Solution 
x Permit Management Solution 
x Citation Enforcement Hardware 
x Citation Enforcement Software 

 
 Vigilant: 

x Provisioning of LPR Solution 
x Identification of LPR Installer 

iv. Responsibi ities o  Each Part :  
Data Ticket: 
x Provision of 6 Chevrolet Bolts 
x Coordination of vehicle purchase and delivery 
x Coordination of vehicle branding 
x Coordination of vehicle installation with LPR Solution 
x Coordination of LPR configuration, training and deployment 

Vigilant: 
x Provisioning of LPR Solution 
x Identification of LPR Installer 
x Configuration, training and deployment of LPR Solution 

 
 
Data Ticket has partnered with the City of Hawthorne since December 2015 to provide 
our citation processing solution, citation enforcement hardware and citation enforcement 
software. Recently, the City went out to bid for an LPR Solution and Vigilant was the 
selected vendor. The integration was completed independent of our contract. The 
integration has been completed; however, the City has not utilized the integrated 
solutions due to Covid-19.  

i. Agenc : City of Hawthorne, California 
ii. Project Date: March 2020  
iii. S stems Insta e :  

 Data Ticket: 
x Parking Citation Management Solution 
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x Citation Enforcement Hardware 
x Citation Enforcement Software 

 Vigilant: 
x LPR Solution 

iv. Responsibi ities o  Each Part :  
Data Ticket: 
x Citation processing 

Vigilant: 
x Provisioning of LPR Solution 
x Identification of LPR Installer 
x Configuration, training and deployment of LPR Solution 

 
 
Data Ticket has partnered with the City of Napa since 2009 to provide our citation 
processing solution, citation enforcement hardware and citation enforcement software. 
Recently, the City selected Vigilant as its LPR solution vendor, independent of our 
contract.  

i. Agenc : City of Napa, California 
ii. Project Date: March 2020 
iii. S stems Insta e :  

 Data Ticket: 
x Parking Citation Management Solution 
x Citation Enforcement Hardware 
x Citation Enforcement Software 

 Vigilant: 
x Provisioning of LPR Solution 
x Identification of LPR Installer 
x Coordination of vehicle installation with LPR Solution 
x Coordination of LPR configuration, training and deployment 

iv. Responsibi ities o  Each Part :  
Data Ticket: 
x Citation processing 

Vigilant: 
x Provisioning of LPR Solution 
x Identification of LPR Installer 
x Configuration, training and deployment of LPR Solution 

 
4. Data Ticket and Vigilant have worked together as provided in Item Number 3 above. 

Data Ticket and Vigilant have been implemented at the same time for the City of 
Pasadena and at separate times for the City of Hawthorne and the City of Napa.  

5. Data Ticket is a Corporation. Proof of Brook Westcott’s signing authority has been 
provided below:  
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7. Below, please see a copy of our latest audited financials. This documentation is 
considered proprietary and confidential to Data Ticket. We respectfully request this 
information not to be shared with other vendors or agencies.  

8. Data Ticket has not had any terminations in the past three (3) years for default.  
 
9. Data Ticket has read the agreement provided in Appendix A that the City of Beverly 

Hills has provided. Data Ticket takes no exceptions with the agreement. We do 
recommend, in addition to the Scope of Work and the Schedule of Payment and 
Rates, the City include the awarded vendor’s RFP response as an Exhibit.  

 
10. Data Ticket does not ask our clients to sign any Software Subscription or License 

Agreement.  
 
11. Data Ticket has read and understand the City’s requirement regarding insurance 

coverage. Data Ticket will provide the required coverage with no deficiencies.  
 
12. Below, the City will find information as required by the City’s RFP: 
 

i. Experience in providing a comprehensive parking citation and permit 
management system with integrated citation issuance devices and mobile license 
plate recognition software: 

 
Data Ticket currently participates in providing many agencies with full services 
parking citation processing, permit management, integrated citation issuance 
devices and mobile LPR Solutions. Specifically, in our latest implementation with 
the City of Pasadena in August 2020, we have been responsible for the 
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conversion of parking citation data, images and documents for 900,000 citations 
and over 1.8M citation images and documents.  
 
Additionally, we have been responsible for converting permit data from the City’s 
legacy system and multiple excel spreadsheets to support the sale and 
management of over 20,000 permits annually. Data Ticket customized our permit 
management solution to meet the specific needs of the City, including: 
 

x Pro-rating permit costs 
x Accounting for recently adopted City Council guidelines requiring 

temporary permits at reduced rates and reduced durations 
x Auto verifying registration at California DMV to eliminate customer’s 

having to provide proof of residency 
x Enabling customers’ ability to request an address request / verification 

online 
x Moving all permits from physical stickers and hangtags to virtual permits 

 
Data Ticket provided our handheld citation issuance devices, along with our 
citation enforcement software that integrated seamlessly with our permit solution 
and Vigilant’s LPR Solution to provide Officers in the field with 100  real-time 
data on all citation and permit activity. 
 
Finally, Data Ticket served as the Prime Contractor for all work on the project, 
including the LPR Solution.  
 
In addition to the recent work performed at the City of Pasadena, Data Ticket also 
partners with the Cities of Long Beach, Seal Beach, Napa and Hawthorne to 
supply a variety of services.  
 
Long Beach utilizes Data Ticket’s citation management solution, permit 
management solution, handheld ticket writers, citation enforcement software and 
our solution integrates seamlessly with the City’s LPR Solution.  
 
Similarly, the Cities of Seal Beach and Napa utilize Data Ticket’s citation 
management solution, permit management solution, handheld ticket writers, 
citation enforcement software and our solution integrates seamlessly with the 
City’s LPR Solution. 
 
Finally, the City of Hawthorne utilizes Data Ticket’s citation management solution, 
handheld ticket writers, citation enforcement software and our solution integrates 
seamlessly with the City’s LPR Solution. 

 
ii. The Company’s History: 

 
The eginning  De in uent Co ections 
Data Ticket, Inc. is a California Corporation that was founded in 1989 with the 
notion that not all public municipalities were equipped to handle parking citation 
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collections efficiently and effectively. The focus at the time was to attempt to 
collect on citations that had been issued but not collected in a timely manner or 
were considered “delinquent”.  
 
We developed a niche in the industry that removed the management of California 
DMV registration holds and releases, customer service and delinquent noticing 
from public municipalities and offered a contingency based pricing model in 
return. The idea was simple: with no upfront cost, we would handle delinquent 
parking citations and only get paid when the citation was paid.  
 
The Mi e  Registere  O ner Ac uisition an  E pansion o  Ser ices 
The model worked well so we explored providing registered owner information to 
clients that simply needed to obtain a registered owner, so they could attempt 
collections.  
 
This service was offered on a per request basis and it required that we setup 
direct communications with as many Departments of Motor Vehicles as possible. 
To date, we have more direct DMV communications with individual state DMVs 
than any other vendor and we are also strategic partners with NLETs.  

 
In addition to parking citation processing, we identified a need for California 
municipalities to outsource the processing of administrative citations. We were the 
first software provider in California to develop administrative citation processing 
software and to process for agencies that issue non-criminal citations. Unlike the 
start of our parking citation software, we started with handling the entire process, 
from issuance to collections.  
 
No   Fu Ser ice Processing an  then some  
For parking citations, with both Delinquent Collections in place and the ability to 
acquire Registered Owner Information, Data Ticket quickly moved into Full-
Service Processing that included citation enforcement software and hardware and 
expanded into collections at Franchise Tax Board, integration with License Plate 
Recognition software firms, pay by plate and space firms, the creation of our LPR 
solution and more. Below is a sampling of those services: 
 

o Real-time acquisition of registered 
owner information, nationwide

o Data Entry of payments and citations 

o Real-time CA DMV registered owner 
information, holds and releases

o Electronic scanning and storage of all 
mail received

o Custom courtesy notices o Real-time payment processing
o Custom toll-free IVR lines o Full-service adjudication services
o Live, bi-lingual customer service 

representatives available from 7:00am 
– 5:00pm, Pacific 

o Independent Hearing Officers 

o Custom Delinquent notices o Handheld ticket writers 
o Full-service FTB processing o Wireless transmission of citation data
o Online appeals o Complete integration services 
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o Online payment plans o Full-service banking options 
o Online viewing of pictures, video and 

voice recordings 
o Traffic / Moving Violations issuance 

software
o Permit management and fulfillment o Traffic / Moving Violation processing
o Management of AB503 o Administrative Citation issuance 

software
o Customized reporting o Administrative Citation management 

software
 

Today, Data Ticket, Inc. is a California Corporation that provides parking citation 
processing, administrative citation processing and parking permit management 
and collection services for Cities, Counties, Universities, Districts and other Public 
entities nationwide.  Data Ticket employs 54 full time Staff. Data Ticket processes 
parking and administrative citations for over 500 clients, nation-wide.  
 
Our client’s annual citation issuance ranges from 25 – 360,000. Every single client 
is treated with great care, attention and respect regardless of size. All citations are 
processed according to each client’s unique set of business rules, and always in 
compliance with state and local laws.   
 
Data Ticket’s sole office is in Irvine, California. All work performed will be handled 
out of this office. Our offices are always open to our clients and we encourage in-
person communication on a regular basis. Data Ticket, Inc. is a California certified 
Small Business Enterprise and a California certified Woman-Owned Business 
Enterprise. 
 
Data Ticket, Inc. has never been, nor is currently, involved in any bankruptcy. 
Likewise, we are not involved in a reorganization, liquidation or dissolution 
proceeding. A trustee or receiver has neither been appointed overall or to a 
substantial portion of the property of Data Ticket, Inc. under federal bankruptcy 
law or any state of insolvency law.  

 
Financial Stability & Capacity 
Data Ticket is privately owned and operated; we have no loans or debt. All our 
hardware and software are 100  owned, maintained, supported and upgraded by 
the company.  
 
Data Ticket is fiscally conservative and financially sound. There are no known 
financial issues that will prevent Data Ticket, Inc. from providing, implementing, 
and maintaining the proposed system for the term of the contract.  
 
All our hardware and software are 100  owned, maintained, supported and 
upgraded by the internal staff members.  

 
In summary, we are fiscally conservative and financially sound, consistently 
planning for the future and ensuring that our research and system upgrades keep 
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us at the forefront of the industry and provide our clients with fully tested, stable, 
leading edge technology and services. 

 
iii. Demonstrated five (5) years of experience with each system providing examples 

of operations in the State of California: 
 

Data Ticket has provided Parking Citation Services in the State of California for 31 
years. We have provided Permit Management Services in the State of California 
for 13 Years, and we have provided integration services in the State of California 
for 28 Years. Below is a table providing the City with a sampling of Clients for 
whom we have provided services that meet the City’s needs: 
 

C ient Contract 
Inception 

Citation 
Processing 

Permit 
Processing 

Citation 
En orcement S   

ar are 

LPR 

Salinas 2008 X X X 
Redondo Beach 1993 X X X 
Long Beach 2013 X X X X
Seal Beach 2015 X X X X
Orange 2017 X X X 
Fremont 2000 X X X X
San Leandro 2013 X X X X
Oceanside 2018 X X X 
Pasadena 2020 X X X X

 
iv. The Company’s Strategic System Plan 

 
Data Ticket’s commitment to our clients and the future is strong. We are family-
owned business with a fully functioning succession plan that has been thoroughly 
thought out and is in its seventh year of execution.  
 
Simply put, we plan to be in business long after many of our competitors.  

 
Internally we have developed a roadmap for our software and services that is 
revisited quarterly to ensure we are on track and to ensure our plan is 
complimentary to advances in the industry and changes in the political, 
socioeconomic and technological environments.  
 
In our response to the City’s RFP, we have told you our software is “living”. Our 
roadmap is too. During our quarterly reviews, we adjust our roadmap to ensure 
we are exceeding our clients’ needs while continuing to expand our offerings.  

 
In 2017 we acquired the clients of another parking citation processor. This was 
planned, well thought out, and executed. The acquisition was a success because 
of our planning and our insistence that we, internally, were ready for the growth. 
That meant reviewing internal procedures, streamlining workflows and ensuring 
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our existing and new clients, as well as their customers would only be impacted 
positively.  

 
Data Ticket has had no major changes in staffing for the last 10 years. Simply put, 
City Personnel will work with a consistent, knowledgeable and professional 
workforce at Data Ticket. We think that when our clients pick up the phone and 
know who will answer, that is invaluable and that is customer service. 

 
Citation Processing Solution  
Our Solution is offered to the City of Beverly Hills as a Software as a Service. 
Data Ticket’s internal IT Department is responsible for the maintenance and all 
enhancements of our Solution. City Personnel will not be responsible for installing 
any hardware or software.  

Our Solution is 100  web-based, accessible and compatible with any internet 
browser and an assigned, unique username and password. (Please note due to 
PCI Compliance requirements, if the City utilizes Internet Explorer, the minimum 
acceptable version is IE 11).  

The City will never utilize old our outdated Software. Releases are performed 
weekly, each Thursday evening after hours so as not to disturb users. We 
maintain a Software Roadmap that details upcoming enhancements, when they 
will be released and how they positively impact our Client.  

Enhancements to the Solution stem from 3 sources:  

o Our Clients regularly provide feedback and request enhancements. These 
enhancements are analyzed, designed, built, tested and released. Client can 
choose to take advantage of each enhancement. Our Solution Homepage 
provides details on upcoming releases, as well as past releases so our Clients 
are always up to speed.  

o Internally we are constantly brainstorming to offer new features for our Clients 
that will streamline and simplify their responsibilities. These enhancements are 
prioritized along with all other enhancements, analyzed, built, tested and 
deployed.  

o Other sources of enhancements include legislative changes, such as AB503, 
other vendors, news outlets and articles and trade shows. These 
enhancements are all prioritized along with the others and put into production 
when ready.  

Our Clients experience 99.67  up-time. Scheduled downtime is kept to a 
minimum and aided by a fully redundant Solution.  

Citation Issuance Solution 
Our Citation Issuance Solution we have proposed for the City is provided on 
Android devices. Just like our Citation Processing Solution, our Citation Issuance 
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Solution has been developed and is maintained in-house. We do not outsource 
any development.  

Like our Citation Processing Solution, our Clients are never on old outdated 
software. Releases are scheduled and communicated via our Citation Processing 
Solution and directly to each of the handheld devices.  

Installation of software enhancements are performed remotely and must be 
performed over a secure WiFi connection.  

Enhancements for our Citation Issuance Solution stem from the same 3 sources 
as our Citation Processing Solution. We are extremely proactive in ensuring we 
provide the most advanced Solution available.  

Permit Management Solution 
Our Permit Management Solution is extremely well configured to meet the very 
wide variety of permits we process. We have found since offering a Permit 
Management Solution that no 2 agencies are alike. The business rules of each 
agency often vary thus what is a Beach Permit with specific business rules for one 
client may be totally different than a Beach Permit for another.  

Our Permit Management Solution is 100  web-based, accessible and compatible 
with any internet browser and an assigned, unique username and password. 
(Please note due to PCI Compliance requirements, if the City utilizes Internet 
Explorer, the minimum acceptable version is IE 11).  

The Solution is fully integrated with our Citation Processing Solution. A single 
login by a user will provide access to both Parking Citations and Permits. In fact, 
our Solution can prevent an individual from purchasing a permit if an open citation 
exists in the system. Of course, this is a business rule the City would need to have 
in place to work and many agencies prefer to allow individuals to purchase 
permits even if they have a parking citation. But the choice is yours.  

Releases for the Permit Management Solution are targeted at the Client level. 
Because permit rules and processes vary so heavily, it is rare to offer 
enhancements that cover more than a single client. 
 
Looking Back and Looking Forward 
Our experience during the last five (5) years reflects tremendous growth internally 
as we continually provide enhanced software and solutions for our clients. In the 
last 5 years alone, we have provided our clients with the following new features: 

 
x A new user interface for our clients to manage their parking citations that is 

streamlined and efficient 
x Administrative rights provided to our clients to manage who has access to 

each feature on the web – our clients no longer need to email with a request to 
reset a password, remove or modify a user’s access rights  
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x Enhanced ability to accept out of country payments and mail notices to out of 
country violators  

x Report Generator feature provided to our clients to create, save and share 
custom reports from any field in the database 

x Automatic linking of all payment plan letters so our clients can view the custom 
letter when viewing a citation online 

x Addition of 20 new online reports 
x Display of a violation geo-map that provides our clients with a map of citations 

previously issued 
x Deployment of our “Easy Cite” feature which allows Officers to issue a citation 

in a few as 4 fields 
x Release of our Citizen Search Translator that translates our customer facing 

website to over 100 languages in a nanosecond 
x Replacement of our batch interface with CA DMV for registered owner 

information DMV registration holds and release to a real-time interface to CA 
DMV to obtain registered owner information, place registration holds and 
releases 

x Built in SOS feature on our handheld unit software to notify individuals of an 
officer in distress 

x Real-time communication amongst all handheld devices in the field 
x Real-time interface with CA DMV from the handheld citation issuance software 

to obtain the current registered owner and whether any payments have been 
made in the last 30 days 

 
This, of course is just a snapshot of what we have been doing for the past five 
years. There are simply too many enhancements to list. Our Solution is a living 
solution based solely on the Customer Service we provide to our clients. You 
might be thinking to yourself, what does that mean  That means that we partner 
with our clients to ensure they have all off the service and technology required to 
process parking citations in the most efficient and effective manner possible.  
 
The last 5 years have not only been about internal growth. The last 5 years have 
also been about external growth. How does this help you  That’s the simple part: 
this helps you because we view ourselves as an aggregator of 3 key elements in 
parking citation processing that are critical to the success of any client:  

 
x Data – The more data we gather the more analysis we can perform to help us 

easily see trends in the industry and convey those trends to you. You see, the 
City of Beverly Hills has access to its parking citation data. If you’re lucky or 
very proactive, you also have access to parking data at other local agencies, 
but chances are that’s not the case and if it is, what are you doing with that 
data  We have access to over 500 clients nationwide. We analyze this data to 
inform our clients when citations in a specific area are most likely to be paid, 
who will most likely appeal and why, what types of payment plans work best 
and, most recently, how clients are reacting to Assembly Bill 503.  
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x Processes – In the RFP, you have provided the processes followed by City 
Personnel to administer parking citations. When was the last time you learned 
about how another agency processed adjudication requests or handled notice 
timing or even used Franchise Tax Board to impact collections  Have you 
consider tying parking citations to class registration or the ability to purchase a 
parking permit  These are all processes we think about daily simply because 
we have exposure to a vast array of clients.  

 
x no e ge – This one is simple. The more data we analyze, the more 

processes we are familiar with, the more knowledge we gain and share with 
our clients. This knowledge transfer is critical to increasing efficiencies within 
our client’s parking programs. It is also critical to understand new technologies 
and integration points that will help our clients’ programs be more effective. 
We have never and will never charge a client for any integration. It’s just how 
we operate. We believe our clients operate most efficiently when their software 
providers and internal software speak to one another. The data is yours so 
let’s integrate it for a single, cohesive view of your entire parking program, not 
just citations  

 
So enough about the last 5 years and about what we’re doing. Where are we 
going  As mentioned we’ve got a detailed roadmap but that is not something we 
share in an RFP response that is open to a public record’s request. It simply 
opens us up to competitors having valuable information that we have worked hard 
to develop. That would not be a prudent business decision nor would it be good 
for our clients. Rest assured, our core business will always be parking citation 
processing, permit management, citation issuance and enforcement and 
integrations with companies that will benefit our clients, but our innovative nature 
has us continuing to offer our clients much more.    
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Section   Project Approach inc u ing Sche u e  Imp ementation   
Transition 

 
1. Data Ticket understands the CMS transition must begin on December 1, 2020 with 

live operations, including citation issuance devices, beginning January 1, 2021. 
Further, we understand the Mobile LPR installation is targeted to begin by end of Q1 
2021 and the PMS transition must be completed in time to support the permit renal 
processing beginning in August 2021. Data Ticket takes no exception with those 
timelines. In fact, we believe the Mobile LPR installation should be completed well 
before the end of Q1 2021 and the implementation of the PMS should be completed 
by the end of Q1 2021 to accommodate advised marketing communications. 

 
i. We believe the approach to new implementation heavily influences the success of 

the implementation. Our approach to the City of Beverly Hills represents a five-
pronged approach that ensures the highest level of success both during the 
implementation and throughout the life of the contract.  

 
Communication – We find communication to be the most important component 
to a successful implementation. Why communication  The answer is simple: 
communication is the one component that sets expectations, delivers status 
reports and keeps everyone on the same page, only if it is done well. Without 
good communication, an implementation will fail. So how do we intend to ensure 
good communication  We will assign a full-time project manager for the City of 
Beverly Hills. This project manager, Brook Westcott, will be responsible for daily 
reports to City Personnel on project updates. Weekly Status Meetings will be 
held either on-site at the City’s preferred location or via oom, depending on the 
City’s preference. Brook will be responsible for all aspects of the project and she 
will work with Data Ticket’s Client Services Department to ensure all aspects are 
planned for and executed.  
 
Communication is not just limited to that between Data Ticket, City Personnel 
and the Mobile LPR vendor. Communication includes the marketing of the new 
CMS and PMS to the City’s residents and visitors. It is imperative this level of 
communication is planned for executed such that the adoption rate amongst the 
City’s residents and visitors is at the highest level.  
 
Workplan – Of course for each implementation we undertake we develop and 
execute to a detailed workplan. We have provided a workplan for the City’s 
review; however, this workplan will be a “living” workplan that is updated daily to 
reflect the actual status of each item on the workplan. Brook will be responsible 
for the creation and maintenance of this workplan and she will be responsible for 
sharing this workplan weekly with City Personnel during the weekly status 
meetings. The workplan will consider contingencies such that a date is not 
missed, and delivery occurs on-time.  
 
Conversion – The conversion of data requires a detailed understanding of the 
data structure the current vendor employs. Once that understanding has been 
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achieved, the conversion of the data is far less complicated than it seems. Of 
course, if there is a misunderstanding of the data structure, it could impact the 
parking program in a variety of unfortunate manners.  

 
So, how can we mitigate this risk  Fortunately for us the answer is simple. We 
have a vast amount of experience in converting data from other vendor’s solutions 
and we know how the City’s data is structure. We recommend performing 2 mock 
conversions to get an understanding of the duration of time it will take to convert 
the data but also to familiarize ourselves with the process and data, including 
establishing and providing the types of reports we would provide to the City prior 
to, during and after each mock conversion.  

 
This is important because as soon as we get the final conversion data, it is a race 
against time to get all the data converted so the City has access to their data with 
little to no disruption.  

 
Training – Training is imperative, and it must be done thoroughly, accurately and 
in a timeframe that meets City Personnel’s needs. Our Client Services team will 
provide on-site and/or oom training to all City Personnel as often as required. 
Training is typically initiated after our first mock conversion. We find this provides 
our clients with the absolute most time using our Solution and provides for the 
ability to use the Solution without impact to “live data”.  
 
Training is structured based on individual user group requirements, so everyone 
gets the most benefit from the training in the least amount of time. We realize 
City Personnel’s responsibilities don’t reduce during an implementation, so it is 
imperative to use everyone’s time in the most efficient manner possible.  
 
Review and Improve– As the implementation proceeds Data Ticket will regularly 
review the timeline put in place, the overall approach and methodology, the 
requirements identified, and the personnel involved. This process takes place 
daily to ensure a successful implementation and a successful partnership.  
 
We have implemented many clients over the years, and we are very good at it, 
but we find that every client is unique, has their own requirements, processes, 
and policies. It is not prudent to take a “one size fits all approach” so we don’t. 
We consistently review and analyze implementations to ensure the processes 
are improved along the way.  
 

ii. The method used to identify, track and resolve issues and enhancement requests 
is critical to the success of any implementation and critical to the success of a 
partnership.  
 
Data Ticket is a very hands-on provider of services and software. We do not ask 
our clients to “complete a form”, “enter a ticket”, “call a toll-free number” or “log an 
issue”. We provide our clients with our office phone numbers, our individual and 
group emails as well as our cell phones for after-hours assistance.  
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When a client calls Data Ticket, they reach a person. A real, live person who 
knows who they’re talking to as soon as introductions are made.  
 
The individuals with whom City Personnel work with daily during an 
implementation are the same individuals with whom they will work during the life 
of a contract. We don’t divide our team into implementation or sales go live teams 
and maintenance teams. We don’t believe this serves our clients best.  
 
During an implementation effort and the life of any contract, we will keep detailed 
records of enhancement requests, issues encountered, requests made to alter 
processing based on legislation at the State or Local level and the appropriate 
actions taken and resolutions made. This tracking will be shared with City 
Personnel during the implementation as well as at any point in the contract.  
 
All requests borne from City Personnel will be tracked in the same spreadsheet, 
so we have a complete history of every request made and every resolution 
achieved.  
 
Data Ticket will respond to any request for enhancement or issue the same 
business day. We will provide a resolution within a single business day and if we 
cannot, we will provide an update twice daily until a resolution is reached. The 
reality is that we have not ever experienced an issue that cannot be resolved 
within a single business day. Our Solution is proven. The CMS is utilized by 500 
clients nationwide and our PMS is configured and tested prior to each release for 
each client. Our Citation Enforcement Software has been thoroughly tested and is 
utilized nationwide and our interfaces with LPR vendors is thoroughly tested and 
functioning for many clients.  
 

2. Staffing of the City’s implementation plan and the entire contract period is critical to 
the success of the implementation and to the partnership. As mentioned, we do not 
have separate teams such as a sales team, an implementation team, a contract 
longevity team. The personnel we provide to the City during the implementation will 
be the same personnel the City communicates with through the life of the contract. 
We believe this structure best suits our clients and it provides for successful 
continuity and relationship building.  

 
i. Below we have provided the City with an organization chart, identifying the 

specific individuals who will be assigned to the City’s implementation and 
throughout the contract. These individuals will be available to City Personnel via 
direct phone numbers, direct email addresses, group email addresses and, in 
some cases cell phone. Additionally, in person meetings will be accommodated as 
the City requires.  
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Brook Westcott, Chief Operating Officer, will be the individual responsible for 
working directly with the City and the other vendors on a day to day basis to 
ensure the implementation is smooth. Specifically, Brook will be responsible for 
managing the Integration Roadmap, working with the City to ensure requirements 
are identified and delivered upon, and working with each vendor to ensure 
integrations are executed seamlessly. Brook will attend all City meetings, both on-
site and off-site.  
 
Brook Westcott will also be responsible for ensuring the IT, Accounting, FTB, 
Noticing and DMV Functions work properly for the City. She will also be 
responsible for all financial analysis required by the City as well as contractual 
oversight 
 
Heather Nowlan, Director of Client Services, will be responsible for working closely 
with the City to attend all meetings and assist in providing each of the City’s 
Personnel with unique usernames and passwords that will provide access to the 
Citation Processing System at the appropriate, requested level. In addition, 
Heather will be responsible for providing all user training of the Citation Processing 
System Software. This training will be performed in person, via the Internet and 
over the phone. Finally, Heather will be responsible for reviewing all noticing and 
correspondence to be sent on behalf of the City. 
 
Both Brook and Heather stay active with their Parking Education by attending 
California Public Parking Association meetings and events as well as by attending 
the International Parking Institute’s meetings and events.  
 
Wanda Stone, Mobile Support Manager, will be responsible for providing training to 
all Police Department and Parking Control Officers at the City’s preferred 
location(s). Wanda will also be responsible for providing regular enhancements to 
our Mobile Software and she will be responsible for working directly with City 
Personnel to ensure the handhelds are being utilized accurately to provide the 
most benefit to the Officers and to the City.  

 
iii. Below we have provided resumes for the three individuals with whom the City will 

be working daily.  
 

Brook Westcott, Chief Operating Officer 
Brook brings more than 16 years of parking citation experience in addition to 12 
years of administration citation processing experience. Brook has been a key 
member of the Data Ticket team for the past 16 years, actively managing each 
client’s citation processing to ensure each implementation is successful. Brook’s 
expertise in Project Management includes planning, designing, testing and 
executing client conversion, IT enhancements, new IT development, data 
management and process re-engineering. Brook’s focus since joining Data Ticket 
has been to develop new processes to streamline the flow of data through the 
system in order to provide more detailed data to our clients via real-time, online 
reporting.  
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Brook also focuses her time on significantly consulting with our clients on new 
legislation, current trends in the parking industry and new technology that will 
enhance our client’s current operations. Finally, Brook spends a significant 
amount of time reviewing our client’s processing business rules, looking for areas 
of efficiency.   
 
Brook is a graduate of Baylor University with a Bachelor of Business 
Administration in Business Management. Prior to joining Data Ticket, Brook was a 
Senior Manager at Accenture for 11 years. During her time there, she served as 
project manager for high-profile projects in Spain, France, Italy, Chicago, New 
York, San Francisco, Minneapolis, Memphis and Orange County. Brook is 
responsible for overseeing the Information Technology, Accounting, Data Entry, 
Adjudication, and Operations Departments at Data Ticket.  
 
Heather Nowlan, Director Client Services  
Heather joined Data Ticket 10 years ago and is responsible for managing our 
clients’ needs via email, phone, and personal visits. She is responsible for 
assisting in the implementation of new clients, as well as for the retention of 
existing clients by ensuring Data Ticket staff understands our clients’ business 
rules and processing needs. 
 
Heather and her Department are responsible for testing all enhancements prior to 
release to our Production Environment. The Client Service Department works 
closely with our clients to identify enhancements to our Solution and, in turn, 
works closely with our Development Team to define the functional specifications 
for each enhancement so they accurately meet our clients’ needs.  
 
Heather is a graduate of Texas Christian University and her experience includes 
more than 17 years of customer service in a fast paced, high energy, client-facing 
business. She brings a solid foundation to Data Ticket by utilizing effective 
communication skills with a detail-oriented service mentality. She has worked on 
numerous CRM (customer relationship management) programs in her prior 
experience and has been able to apply this knowledge directly to Data Ticket. 
Heather’s goal is to enhance the experience that our clients receive through 
personalized attention. 
 
Wanda Stone, Mobile Support Manager 
Wanda is a Microsoft Certified Applications Developer with a Henley Certificate in 
Supervisory Management 1995 from the Graduate Institute of Management and 
Technology, South Africa. She has been with Data Ticket for 12 years and serves 
as a Senior Programmer within out IT Department. Wanda is responsible for 
managing the IT staff that focus their time on development, as well as improving 
and maintaining our proprietary applications including our website and our 
electronic handheld units.  
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each individually spend somewhere 25  and 75  of their time, depending on the 
various phases of implementation, on the City’s implementation.  

 
Having provided that information, Data Ticket will not limit the amount of time we 
spend with the City, ever. Our structure and business model provide for customer 
service to our clients that exceeds their needs. Additionally, we realize those 
needs change based on the many factors, including time of year, new 
integrations, new employees, and other factors. We are quickly able to adapt to 
these changes in requirements and will always meet the City’s needs.  

 
Prime and Sub-Consultants:  
Data Ticket has not proposed any prime or sub-consultants to perform any of the 
work required to fulfill the requirements of this RFP. The performance of all work 
will be the responsibility of Data Ticket.  
 
Data Ticket works directly with California DMV, other state DMVs and we are a 
strategic partner with NLETs. As such, we are required by each to meet their 
requirements for access to their data. We have recently completed a CA DMV 
Audit and we are in the process of completing an NLETs Audit. Both audits 
ensure our processes for user access are compliant.  
 

3. The City has requested a Proposed Work Schedule to indicate the duration and 
completion dates, along with any project milestones and/or deliverables needed to 
implement the Solution for the City. Below and on the following pages we have 
provided that Schedule.  

 
Assumptions and Risks 
We have used a contract approval date of 12/01/2020 as that has been defined in the 
City’s RFP; however, should that date shift, all other dates will shift accordingly.  

 
We understand the City has provided a staggered approach to Go Live with a 
January 1, 2021 date for the CMS, an end of Q1 2021 for the Mobile LPR and a date 
for the PMS Solution that supports a renewal process that begins in August 2021. 
You will see our Work Schedule accommodates these dates; however, we are 
confident these dates can shift early should the City desire and we have provided that 
information in the below Schedule.  
 
The City’s RFP asks for identification of potential risks that could delay the 
implementation schedule. The City has outlined a contract approval date of 
December 1, 2020 and a Go Live date for the citation management solution and 
citation enforcement software of January 1, 2021. To accommodate these dates the 
City must consider the following: 
 

x DMV’s lead time to reassign a parc code from the City’s current vendor to the 
City’s newly selected vendor is a minimum of 6 weeks. This means the City 
will need to submit the required paperwork to California DMV in advance of the 
December 1 date.  
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x If the City’s current vendor requires a minimum of 30 days to provide a 
conversion file, the City will need to request this file in advance of the 
December 1 date.  

x The integration of Tyler Munis is reliant upon how quickly Tyler Munis can and 
will schedule the integration on their end. Data Ticket will be proactive during 
this integration, as we are will all integrations, but we do find that other 
vendors have long lead times to initiate, approve and staff a project.  
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Section   Proposer Re erences 
 
Data Tic et  Inc  
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igi ant  
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x Integrated security is employed between the IIS and SQL servers 
x All passwords are encrypted 
x Several pages on the website are encrypted using a strong, 256-bit encryption 

scheme from VeriSign services 
x Nightly backups are made in the event of a hacker accessing the web server 
x Data is not kept on the web server, and hacking into the data server is virtually 

impossible 
 

Data Ticket’s data center environment is defined as follows:  
x Geographic location(s): 2603 Main Street, Suite 300 in Irvine, CA. In addition, our 

backup facilities hosted in the Microsoft Azure cloud. 
x We maintain local redundancy by utilizing multiple internet service providers, 

redundant failover firewalls, web servers, storage servers, and database servers. 
We additionally have the capability of utilizing Microsoft Azure services for 
additional failover capabilities. 

x Power: We maintain APC UPS devices for all production servers and equipment, 
x Server: We have redundant web, database, and file servers. 
x ISPs: We maintain ISP connections through COX Communications and AT&T. 
x Infrastructure: We have redundant firewalls and the ability to host services in the 

Microsoft Azure cloud. 
 
Below and on the following page, we have provided the City with a network diagram 
and a firewall overview. These documents are considered confidential and proprietary 
to Data Ticket.  
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 Data Ticket understands the City’s requirements to integrate with third party vendors, 
specifically IPS, PARCS, Tyler Technologies and an LPR Solution. We also 
understand the City may require future integrations as its parking and permit 
solutions continue to evolve. Data Ticket will never charge the City of an integration; 
however, many vendors will charge for an integration and Data Ticket will not pay 
another vendor’s fee.  

 
Data Ticket has current integrations with Vigilant via web services. No new 
development is anticipated.  
 
Data Ticket also has current integrations with IPS meters. No new development is 
anticipated.  
 
Data Ticket does not have current integrations with Tyler Munis; however, we will be 
integrating with Tyler Munis in October 2020 for the City of Pasadena. This 
integration will be live by the time the City of Beverly Hills awards this contract   
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Data Ticket does not have current integrations with PARCs; however, we have 
reviewed available documentation and we do not anticipate any issues.  
 
The City has asked respondents to discuss potential challenges to the Solution / 
Implementation proposed. Obviously, there are several integration points. Those 
integrations always provide cause for concern, but Data Ticket has already integrated 
with some of the Solutions. The two unknowns for Data Ticket are the interface with 
PARCs and Tyler; however, we feel confident we will not have any issues with the 
integration of these two solutions and we are willing to perform a proof of concept 
integration in advance of the contract award if those vendors would be willing to do 
the same.  

 
 Data Ticket will be responsible for the System Administration processes and 

protocols. Data Ticket has as strict internal policy regarding the security of 
information. Access to information is confined as required. Acceptance of this policy 
is required when accessing the Solution and access to PII from specific DMV is 
masked as required by some states.  
 
Data Ticket’s network and security infrastructure provide secure access to all of the 
systems, including City access to our Solution and 24/7 public access to the citation 
processing software. All access requires a unique username and password and each 
web page and feature is securely protected such that users only have access to view 
the pages authorized.  

 
Data Ticket is SOC 2 Type 2 Compliant. All systems are backed up daily and we 
have full redundancy in the Cloud using Microsoft Azure. All local back-ups are taken 
off site daily and stored in a secure location. A complete disaster recovery plan is in 
place and tested annually. Should the City require viewing our detailed disaster 
recovery plan, we are happy to provide it upon request. 

 
Throughout the life of the contract, the City will retain all ownership of the data and at 
no time is the data considered property of any entity other than the City before, during 
and after the life of the contract.  
 

 Data Ticket is PCI Compliant and SOC 2 Type 2 Compliant. Access to our Solution, 
Workplan, and Server Closet are all secured and audited annually. Data Ticket 
policies related to Security Access (physical), Information Security , Backup 
Procedures, Environmental Risk Assessments, Penetration Testing and Data 
Retention are all available upon request.  

 
i. Data Ticket is responsible for maintaining compliance with PCI DSS and PA DSS. 

This City will take no responsibility for this compliance. City Personnel will not be 
able to access our web-based solution using a web browser that does not support 
TLS 1.2 or higher. This is a PCI requirement.  
Data Ticket is PCI Compliant and submits to quarterly and ad hoc scans of our 
network via a third-party provider. Visitors to the website are presented with seals 
indicating the latest dates of scan completion 
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Our Client contracts and our SOC 2 Type 2 Annual Audits 
require Data Ticket to remain compliant with PCI and PA. 
We are happy to provide our complete SOC 2 Type 2 audit 
report upon request. Many of our clients require this 
compliance and we provide our report annually.  
 

 
ii. Please see our most recent PCI DSS Report of Validation as requested. Should 

the City need anything additional, we will be happy to supply it upon request.  
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Section   Citation Management S stem 
 

 Overview of the Citation Management System 
 

This Section of our RFP Response introduces our Citation Management Solution and 
how we believe it will benefit the City, the City’s Residents and the City’s visitors.  
 
Our approach to citation processing is continually evolving. We have been processing 
parking citations for 31 years. We use our experience and expertise to continually 
improve our software and our services so that our partnerships with our Clients 
continue to evolve and grow.  
 
During the life of any contract, we believe it is our responsibility to benefit our Clients 
technically by providing regular enhancements. Our software is living software. It is 
provided as a Software as a Service (SaaS) model. Because our Clients do not own 
the software, it is Data Ticket’s responsibility to enhance that software regularly, 
thereby providing our clients with new, forward-thinking functionality.  
 
Data Ticket’s Citation Management Solution is available to our clients via a 100  
web-based solution. Our ability to consistently deliver top-notch Customer Service is 
unparalleled. Our industry knowledge and willingness to partner on every level with 
our Clients is how we win business and how we keep that business. Since we have 
the benefit of processing for many agencies, we have the access and ability to 
observe and understand “best practices” in the industry and to share those best 
practices with our Clients. We partner 100  with our Clients to meet and exceed their 
needs and we expect our Clients to rely on us for our expertise. 
 
Data Ticket offers several models to meet the City’s Citation Management Processing 
requirements. These models range from Data Ticket performing all services in-house 
to the City performing all services in-house to a combination of sharing or dividing 
tasks and services. Based on the City’s RFP, we understand the City wishes to 
provide the highest level of customer service for all types of customers while 
potentially removing some of the daily responsibilities. Based on this information, we 
have provided what we believe to be best practices that will provide the maximum 
benefit for the City’s Customers and Staff.  
 
The table below represents our suggestion on  of how we believe the daily citation 
processing and collections responsibilities can be shared to maximize the efficiency 
of the process. Again, all services can be reviewed individually and the City, Data 
Ticket or a combination of both can perform each service. The check marked items 
indicate who will take the primary responsibility for the items below:  
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performed and one of those areas is on the current processing practices to determine 
whether any areas of efficiency or effectiveness can be gained. This graphic will help 
to guide that conversation.  
 
You’ll note in the below that we have agencies that apply a single penalty, two 
penalties or three penalties. We also have agencies that send notices at different 
intervals, place DMV Holds at different intervals and do and do not participate in 
Advanced Collections.  
 
Again, this graphic is simply used to start the discussion that will potentially drive 
efficiencies in the existing processes.  
 

 
Data Ticket started business based on the foundation that we could collect delinquent 
citations faster and more effectively than issuing agencies. We believe that to be true 
today and it is a prime reason why our clients’ collection rates are high.  
 
Data Ticket has the longest record of any parking vendor for working with the 
Franchise Tax Board for placing parking and administrative debts. In addition, Data 
Ticket absorbs all annual administration costs associated with working with the FTB, 
rather than passing those along to the City. This is a unique feature only Data Ticket 
offers.  

 
As part of our regular process, we update FTB weekly to make sure all paid debts are 
credited, and all new debts are updated to FTB. This effort is time consuming and 
very detailed, but we find it garners the largest return on investment for our clients. 
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In 2019 we were audited by California DMV. One of the audit findings is that only the 
Parking Agency can pass data received from CA DMV to anyone or any other 
vendor. This means the City takes on the liability should any breach of data occur. 
Specifically, because the process of requesting a registered owner begins and ends 
with the Parking Agency (in this case the City of Beverly Hills), the processor (in this 
case Data Ticket) is not authorized to release any Registered Owner information to 
any agency other than the Parking Agency that the Requestor Code belongs to.  

 
Why do we bring this up  Data Ticket is not FDCPA certified, few parking citation and 
permit management vendors are. We work closely with several FDCPA collection 
agencies who perform the exact requirements identified in this section of the City’s 
RFP. These vendors update our Solution daily with collections efforts, notices sent, 
phone calls made, and payments made; however, we do not perform: 
x Skip Tracing 
x Predictive Dialing 
x Debtor contact via phone 

Data Ticket does provide the following services: 
x Website for Payment and Questions 
x Live Customer Service Representatives 
x 24/7 bi-lingual IVR Phone Lines 
x Delinquent Collections 
x Interactive Voice Response 
x Social Security Acquisition 
x FTB Processing and Collections 
x Handling Customer Service 
x Handling Disputes 
x Processing Refunds, NSFs and Credit Card Chargebacks 

In addition to providing the services above, Data Ticket proposes to be the single 
source of citation data, including all collections related information and reporting. This 
is done by providing FDCPA-ready citations to the City of Beverly Hills via our SFTP 
Site. The files are then passed to a FDCPA Certified Firm daily and updates are 
passed back through the City to Data Ticket. This technically meets CA DMV’s 
requirements; however, there is another catch. That is that the City must contract with 
the FDCPA certified collections firm. We are happy to work through this with the City, 
but we also must be transparent with this requirement as we would never want to put 
the City in violation of the DMV’s requirements, nor would we want to put ourselves in 
that position.  

 
Finally, to give the City a very clear understanding of the division of responsibilities, 
we have provided a table below defining the responsibilities: 

 
Data Tic et Responsibi it  FDCPA Certi ie  Firm 
x Delinquent Collections Effort x Skip Tracing 
x Delinquent Noticing x Predictive Dialer 
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Data Tic et Responsibi it  FDCPA Certi ie  Firm 
x DMV Holds / Release x Debtor Contact via phone
x SSN Acquisition  
x FTB Processing  
x Interactive Voice Response  
x Website  
x Payment Processing: Check, Money Order, 

Visa, MasterCard, Discover, American 
Express 

 

x Refunds  
x Disputes  
x Customer Service  
x Reports  

 
Citation Data Entr  an  Import: 
Data Ticket has recently implemented a Digital Drop Box feature for all manually 
issued citations. We ask our clients to log into our website and place electronically 
scanned manually issued citation into our drop box. Once received, the City will 
receive confirmation we have received the documents and they will be electronically 
routed to our Data Entry Department for keying.  
 
This process Is 100  paperless. We do not ever print out a citation. The electronic 
copies are routed to the first available Data Entry Operator and as each is keyed, the 
electronic copy is automatically hyperlinked to the citation for City Personnel to view.  
 
We have found this process ensures every citation received is keyed, our clients 
have electronic access to each of their manually issued citations and our clients are 
informed of the process and status every step of the way. This process has recently 
been audited by our SOC 2 Type 2 Auditors and was approved.  
 
Our Solution will provide City Personnel with the ability to edit all citation data, either 
at the individual citation level or across a group of citations. This is a recent 
enhancement implemented at the request of one of our clients in order to streamline 
the edit process. A complete audit trail is always available to the City for all 
transactions in the Solution, not just edits and City Personnel can run a report at the 
user level to view all transactions modified by a user.  

 
Our Solution accommodates the ability to automatically generate a Letter of 
Correction based on CVC requirements of a citation. Once City Personnel edit 
specific citation level data our Solution will automatically generate a Letter of 
Correction to be sent by Data Ticket via 1st Class Mail. Additionally, the Letter of 
Correction will be automatically attached to the citation record so City Personnel can 
view it anytime. If the City prefers to generate Letters of Correction and print them 
locally to send, that feature is available as well. Finally, if a change is made to a 
citation that requires the resubmission to CA DMV to obtain new RO, our Solution will 
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automatically send the request to DMV and then generate and send the Letter of 
Correction to the new RO received.   

 
All electronic citation transmission occurs over secure, encrypted connections and all 
data within our Solution is encrypted at rest.  
 
Our Solution maintains both the date each citation was issued as well as the date the 
citation was either manually data entered into the Solution or the date the citation was 
electronically transmitted to the Solution.  
 
A complete audit history is maintained for every transaction in the Solution, inclusive 
of Adjudication and Permits. Below we have provided a snapshot of what this looks 
like. You’ll note the data of the transaction, a description of the transaction, the user’s 
initials who performed the transaction and additional notes are maintained. The below 
is a super example of the level of detail we provide to our Clients. You’ll note the 
citation was issued on 9/11/2019 and on the same day, the plate was sent to DMV 
and an RO was received successfully.  

 
The validation process is different, depending on whether the citation was issued 
electronically or manually. Electronically issued citations require all DMV mandated 
fields to be entered. If the City has additional requirements, such as at least the last 4 
digits of a VIN being entered on all citations, we simply modify the citation issuance 
software to ensure Officers cannot print a citation without the last 4 of the VIN.  
 
Manually issued citations are also validated based on all field required by CA DMV; 
however, if a citation does not have all fields required, the citation is still keyed into 
the Solution and the Client is notified of any missing data immediately. This process 
allows the citation to be accounted for and allows the citation recipient to pay or 
appeal the citation in a timely manner. 

  
ebsite an  Mar eting: 

Below and on the following pages we have provided details on our proposed website 
for City Personnel and Citizens to view, manage, pay for and adjudicate their parking 
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citations. In Section 5 of our Response, we have provided details on how City 
Personnel and Citizens will view, manage and pay for their Permits.  
 
City Personnel Access: 
Access to our Solution is provided 24/7 via a unique username and password. City 
Personnel can manage user access, or our Client Services Department can manage 
access to the Solution on behalf of the City. Data Ticket’s Citation Management 
Solution is 100  web based. The entire system is accessible using a unique 
username and password.  
 
City Personnel with access to the Internet and a web browser may access the system 
using a unique username and password that will be provided during the 
implementation phase. In the event new individuals require access to the system or 
individuals with existing access need their access level modified, Data Ticket will 
update the access levels the same day the request is made at no cost to the City or 
the City may elect to have an individual provided with “Administrator” access to the 
Solution who can manage the City’s users. This feature is available through the 
“Maintenance” menu item on our website.  
 
Access to details of a citation within our Citation Management Solution is granted by 
searching for any of the following fields: a citation number, notice number, vehicle 
license number and state, VIN, name, or location of citation. Data outlined below 
displays once a valid search criterion is used: 
 
x A current status of the citation, bolded in red or green font, indicating the status of 

the citation, as well a high-level summary for the citation, plate, responsible party 
x Registered owner information as provided by DMV, including registration date, 

names and addresses listed on the registration, VIN, make and model 
x This Person, This Plate information detailing any additional citations issued to the 

Plate and citations issued to the Person 

x All citation level information that was entered on the citation, including VIN and 
location 
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x All photographs, videos and voice recordings taken at the time of the citation 
issuance and transmitted to Data Ticket, as well as all citation documents, appeal 
documents and payment plan documents received and attached to the citation 

x Citation simulation for reproduction and printing at the City 

x Violation information and all charges, fees and adjustments made at the citation 
level including penalty history with the penalty date and penalty amount 

x Notice history, including date sent, date due, address sent to, registered owner, 
make of the vehicle, and amount due 
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x Adjudication history, including date the citation was placed on a review and 
hearing hold, date hearing was scheduled for, date hearing schedule letter was 
sent, judgment, date judgment was entered, date judgment letter was sent, 
disposition information, hearing officer name, complete appeal description, 
images attached as part of the adjudication process and a complete description of 
the reason for appeal if the appellant appealed online 

x Payment information, including payment type, payment received date, check date, 
check number, deposit date, payment location, amount paid, and returned check 
date or credit card charge-back date 

x Vehicle registration history 

x A complete audit trail of the citation, including a username and date for every 
transaction 

x All phone notes as entered by our customer service representatives and any other 
personnel who have a username and password 
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You will note there are several search options available via a drop-down menu that all 
citation recipients to manage their citations. These options include: 
x Citation and Time of Violation 
x Citation and Date of Violation 
x Notice Number and ip Code 
x License Plate and State 
x Payment Plan Number 

 
This webpage will be completely customizable and will provide the City with the ability 
to determine how citations are searched for in the Solution.  

 
Once a citation has been found, the individual will be able to view:  
x Frequently asked questions that pertain to the City of Beverly Hills 
x Citation information including amount owing and penalty amount(s) if applicable 
x Adjudication status/results 
x Images, Video Recordings and Voice Recordings taken at the time of citation 

issuance, if the City so allows 
x Previously mailed correspondence, if the City so allows once authenticated 
x The ability to pay for a single citation or all citations in a single transaction 
x Alternative payment options (payment plans) 
x Instruction on the adjudication process, fix-it ticket process, and handicap violation 

process 
 

Below we have provided a screen sample of what a citation recipient will view upon 
entering the Solution. You will note their options on the left menu items as well as the 
details of the citation presented in the center of the page.  

Below we have provided a screen sample of the citizens ability to appeal online. This 
process provides the ability to request a 1st Level Review online, if the citation is 
eligible, and attach supporting documentation. If the citizen is past the timeline to 
appeal as determined by the City, a 1st Level Review request will not be available. In 
addition, if the citation is eligible to have a 2nd Level Hearing, the individual may 
request a such a hearing online, as well as attach additional supporting 
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documentation, if the citation has been paid in full or if a request for a waiver has 
been accepted.  

 
Finally, you’ll note the individual has the menu item to view Alternative Payment 
Options. Clicking on this menu item takes the user to the following webpage that 
allows the individual to view requirements for Indigent Payment Plans as well as 
request an Indigent Payment Plan, if the citation is eligible online.  
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E perience  Sta  to Pro i e Customer Ser ices an  Support: page  o  the 
Cit s RFP  
Data Ticket will provide the City with a fully staffed bi-lingual Customer Service 
Department Monday – Friday from 7:00am – 5:00pm Pacific to answer inbound calls 
and to return calls previously made. In addition, Data Ticket provides a bi-lingual IVR 
Solution that is available 24/7 to provide callers with general information about their 
citation(s), specific information about their citation(s) and to pay their citation(s). 
Should the City require additional languages, such as Armenian, we will be happy to 
add that as an option. 
 
During the implementation phase of the project, Data Ticket’s Customer Service 
Department will learn all of the City’s business rules regarding the acceptance of 
payment, adjudication business rules, sign-off and handicap placard business rules, 
and all other City specific business rules so that they may act as an extension of the 
City. In addition, during this phase, Data Ticket will learn when Customer Service 
Representatives should refer citizens to the City and when Customer Service 
Representatives should contact City Personnel for assistance.  
 
In order to best service callers, Data Ticket provides several toll-free, bi-lingual 
telephone numbers. Of course, we can add languages as required by the City. The 
first number is provided to individuals on their citation and on their 1st Notice. The 
second number is provided to individuals on their 2nd – 5th Notices and the third 
number is provided to individuals on their adjudication correspondence. This division 
of phone numbers helps our Customer Service Representatives understand the 
nature of the call before the line is picked up and it helps prepare the Representative 
with the correct information to provide. 
 
Finally, all Customer Service Representative call backs and incoming calls are 
recorded digitally and can be provided to the City upon request. These matters are 
handled within 24 hours to ensure the highest level of customer service available. All 
Customer Service Representatives enter detailed notes during and at the conclusion 
of each call for the City’s review. 
 
I R S stem  
Data Ticket’s IVR Solution is available 24/7, is PCI Level 1 Compliant and supports 
both English and Spanish callers, with the ability to add additional languages as 
required. Data Ticket will provide the City’s callers with a unique phone number to 
dial, as well as customized prompts that are reviewed and approved by the City.  

Our IVR Supports the acceptance of Visa, MasterCard, Discover and American 
Express, processed through Authorize.net and TSYS for real-time authorization and 
settlement. A convenience fee is charged to the callers for each transaction 
processed, regardless of the number of citations paid within a single transaction. 
Data Ticket charges the lowest convenience fee in the industry. The City can also 
absorb the cost of the convenience fees on the citizen’s behalf if you choose to do so. 
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If the City prefers to utilize its own merchant account, we will work with the City to 
interface with the preferred vendor; however, if the issue is simply one of receiving 
regular deposits of credit card funds processed, we are happy to work with the City to 
provide deposits based on a mutually agreed upon timeframe. We currently provide 
this option to several clients who require their funds to be received weekly.  

Correspon ence: Notices an  Letters  
Our Solution provides for an unlimited number and type of correspondence / letters. 
To date, we provide the following letters on behalf of our clients: 

1st Courtesy Notice 1st Level Adjudication 
Disposition Letter

Letter of Correction 

Delinquent Notices 2nd Level Hearing 
Schedule Letter

CA DMV Abstract Letter 

Franchise Tax Board 
Notice 

2nd Level Hearing Re-
schedule Letter

Permit Renewal Letter 

Drive Away /  Fled 
Letter 

2nd Level Hearing 
Disposition Letter

Permit Fulfillment Letter 

NSF Letter 3rd Level Court 
Disposition Letter

Indigent (AB503) Payment Plan 
Letter (Approval/Denial) 

Credit Card 
Chargeback Letter 

Letter of Non-
Responsibility

Non-Indigent Payment Plan Letter 
(Approval/Denial) 

Partial Payment 
Letter 

Hearing Denial Letter Indigent Payment Plan Default 
Letter

Refund Letter Payment Plan Reminder 
Letter 

Non-Indigent Payment Plan Default 
Letter

 
Each letter generated and mailed of behalf of our clients is done so using InfoSend, 
our third-party provider of notice generation and mailing. Each letter is mailed on an 
8  x 11” via 1st Class Mail. Mail is sent Monday thru Saturday to ensure our 
Client’s citation process without interruption.  

During the implementation phase, City Personnel will have the ability to review each 
existing letter / notice type offered by Data Ticket. Should additional letters or 
notices be required, we will work with the City to implement those at no cost to the 
City. Additionally, City Personnel may review letter content at any time and provide 
updates to meet the exact needs of the City.  

A PDF copy of every notice / letter generated through our Solution is automatically 
attached to the citation record within 24 hours. These copies can then be re-printed 
and viewed as often as desired. We do not purge these attachments unless 
specifically requested to do so by a Client. Please see below a sample screen of 
how notices are attached for the City to view, print and re-print.  You’ll note the 
underlined notice number which is hyperlinked to the actual notice generated: 
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In many cases, our Clients require the ability to print a new letter locally. We have 
accommodated this by creating a Crystal Report that maintains the desired layout 
and automatically attaches to a specific citation. 

The timing of the generation and mailing of all letters and notices is held in a 
configuration table for each Agency. At any time during the processing of the City’s 
citations, each letter can easily be adjusted to be sent sooner or later, depending on 
the City’s requirements.  

As you can see from below, all names / registered owners / appellants / rental car 
agencies and leasing / lending companies are maintained in our Solution. Standard 
Notices are sent to the Registered Owner provided by DMV or updated once a 
Release of Liability or other legally accepted document is received.  

All Adjudication Correspondence is sent to the Appellant. Of course, the Solution 
can be updated to also send Adjudication Letters to the Registered Owner if that is 
required. In the event a rental agency is sent a Courtesy Notice and the rental 
agency responds with the renter at the time the citation was issued, a second 
Courtesy Notice will be mailed to the renter.  

Adjudication Letters are mailed just as all other notices are mailed, daily, Monday – 
Saturday, via 1st Class Mail. All letters, not simply Adjudication Letters, are run 
through the NCOA database as well as the CASS verification database to ensure 
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delivery. In the event a letter or notice is returned as a bad address or as 
undeliverable, our Solution is updated with that information and attempts are made 
to obtain an additional address.  

All letters and notices sent on behalf of the City will meet the City’s requirements as 
identified on page 19 of the City’s RFP. We have included samples of our letters 
and notices in the Attachment Section (Section 10) of our Response to the City’s 
RFP.  

Pa ment P ans: 
Our Solution is fully compliant with AB503. Using our Solution City Personnel may 
accept AB503 requests in person, via US Mail, and online. Once received, a citation 
is placed on an AB503 Hold. The City or Data Ticket Personnel have the option, 
based on the City’s preference, to review all documentation received and render a 
decision as to whether the individual met the requirements of AB503 and those of 
the City.  

In the event the individual failed to meet the requirements, either Data Ticket or City 
Personnel will have the ability to generate a letter of denial. As with all our letters, 
this letter is customizable and provides for standard comments as well as custom 
comments to be entered to notify the individual why their request has been denied.  

In the event the individual has met the requirements, either Data Ticket or City 
Personnel will have the ability to generate a payment plan, auto remove penalties, 
add a payment plan fee and generate a customized letter to be sent via 1st Class 
Mail to the citizen.  

During the payment plan, a grace period can be applied to each payment, none of 
the payments or some of the payments.  

In the event the citizen fails to make payments on time and the payment plan 
defaults, the individual will be sent a customized default letter providing them with 
details on how to re-gain compliance or make payment in full.  

During this period, the individual has 45 days to request a new payment plan. Also, 
during this time, we do not typically place the unpaid citation(s) back on a DMV 
Hold as the City would then be liable for an additional DMV Hold fee by DMV for 
each citation placed.  

In the event the individual requests a new payment plan and he/she is within the 
required timeframe, the process resumes; however, should the individual default 
again, the citation(s) are released from the Payment Plan Hold and all processing 
resumes.  

Below we have provided screen samples of what the City’s citizens may see when 
requesting an Indigent Payment Plan, as well as what City Personnel may see 
should they decided to process Indigent Payment Plans. 
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Citizen View of Indigent Payment Plan: 

City View of Indigent Payment Plan Homepage: 

 
A ju ication an  Contesting:  
Below and on the following pages, we have provided samples of the adjudication 
functionality provided in our Solution.  

First and foremost, our Adjudication Solution is contained within our Citation 
Processing Solution. They are not two separate Solutions. Second, each 
adjudication process within our Solution is performed real-time, whether it be an 
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appellant placing a citation on an adjudication hold, a Hearing Officer entering a 
disposition, a hearing being scheduled (online by the City or Data Ticket), or a 
judgment being entered.  

Appellants have the option to walk-in Adjudication Requests (if the City provides 
this ability), mail them to Data Ticket or the City or use our online Solution to 
request their 1st Level or 2nd Level Hearing requests. In the event the City elects to 
have Data Ticket process requests, we will scan and attach all documentation to 
the appropriate citation where City Personnel can then perform the required 
adjudication steps.  

Data Ticket will be responsible for generating and sending all Adjudication Letters, 
regardless of type.  

In addition, Data Ticket offers independent Hearing Officers to perform 2nd Level 
Hearings via phone, in person or via writing. Of course, if the City utilizes and 
existing Hearing Officer, we will work with that Hearing Officer to schedule all 
Hearings and provide limited access to our Solution to render judgment.  

The City states the need to rotate photos during the adjudication process. Our 
Solution has not ever required anyone to rotate an image. They are simply loaded 
and stored correctly so the viewer does not have to manipulate the screen to view 
the images properly.  

Below we have provided a screen sample of the Calls to Action our Solution 
provides our Clients upon login. These are customizable such that each Client sees 
the areas of interest that relate to their job. Below you will see some of the calls to 
action are adjudication related.  

 
Additionally, below you see our Adjudication Hold Search Page that provides the 
user with the ability to quickly view all pending 1st Level Reviews and 2nd Level 
Hearings. Additional options are provided to narrow the search results down to 
those requests made via the web, citations issued by a specific officer, citations 
issued to a specific meter number, and/or citations for a specific violation. Recently 
we also implemented the ability for our agencies to categorize appeals with an 
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Adjudication Reason. An example of an adjudication reason a current client utilizes 
is “Proof of Release of Liability”. 

Finally, the City can elect to have a daily report generated and emailed to an 
individual or group of individuals, detailing the citations that need to be adjudicated 
or scheduled. We believe this process, along with the Calls to Action and the 
available reports ensure our Clients understand the workload at any given point.   

 
Notes an  Attachments:  
Our Solution provides the ability to enter unlimited notes and to attach an unlimited 
number of documents. Each document will be stored in a unique location on the 
citation’s webpage to indicate whether the document is a citation photo, video 
recording, voice recording, adjudication document, payment plan document or other 
document, allowing for individuals to quickly view the appropriate documents 

Notes can be categorized by the user as required and reports can be generated 
based on such notes to better view the types of notes entered by each user.  

All user notes capture the user’s username, date, and time and all user notes can 
be reported on based on type, user and citation.  

We realize that notes and attachments often need to be applied to many citations. 
Because of this, we have a unique feature that allows City Personnel to enter a 
note and /or upload documentation across multiple citations. Additionally, City 
Personnel can edit a plate / vehicle and/or edit a responsible party across multiple 
citations. Below, please see a sample screen of this feature: 
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Below, please see a sample screen of the types of attachments provided today.  

Additionally, below you see a sample screen of notes entered on a citation.  
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Ca  Center Support or Citations Issue  Prior to Go Li e 

Data Ticket’s Customer Service Department will provide full customer service for 
the City, regardless of when a citation was issued. All citations will be treated the 
same, regardless of date.  

i  Con ersion:  
Data Ticket is well versed in the conversion efforts associated with parking 
citations. We believe we are the only vendor who is well equipped to handle the 
processing and collection requirements set forth in the City’s RFP. We will 
convert all the City’s data at no cost to the City.  
 
The conversion of data requires a detailed understanding of the data structure 
the current vendor employs. Once that understanding has been achieved, the 
conversion of the data is far less complicated than it seems. Of course, if there 
is a misunderstanding of the data structure, it could impact the parking program 
in a variety of unfortunate manners.  
 
So, how can we mitigate this risk  Fortunately for us the answer is simple. We 
have a vast amount of experience in converting data from other vendor’s 
solutions and we know what the City’s data looks like.  
 
To demonstrate our experience, we converted 5 years of the City of Long 
Beach’s citations that contained roughly 360,000 citations for each year. How 
did we do this and how would we recommend converting the City’s data  We 
practiced by performing 2 mock conversions to get an understanding of the 
duration of time it would take to convert the data but also to familiarize ourselves 
with the process and data, including establishing and providing the types of 
reports we would provide to the City prior to, during and after each mock 
conversion. 
 
Further, we just completed a conversion of over 5  years of data that 
contained roughly 170,000 citations for each year. We performed 2 mock 
conversions prior to performing the actual conversion and the actual conversion 
was executed flawlessly. In addition to those citation records, we also converted 
over 3 million images and documents and successfully hyperlinked them to the 
applicable citation in the system.  
 
We would take the same steps with the City of Beverly Hills. It sounds simple, 
but it requires meticulous attention to detail. That means we ask for a sample 
set of conversion data and convert it into our test database until we feel 
comfortable it is accurate. We will also run the conversion across multiple 
machines to limit the duration of the conversion.  
 
This is important because as soon as we get the final conversion data, it is a 
race against time to get all the data converted so the City has access to their 
data with little to no disruption.  
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The conversion of the data is not the long pole in the tent, if you will. That 
process is the LPR Solution setup, including the acquisition of vehicles. Having 
said that, there is nothing to prevent Data Ticket from going live with handheld 
units, manually issued citations and converted data, prior to the City going live 
with the LPR Solution. In fact, it may even make it easier.  
 
We recommend having the City’s parc code changed to Data Ticket for Data 
Ticket to obtain registered owner information and to place DMV Holds and 
Releases. This process can take DMV up to 6 weeks. But this is more than 
enough time to allow for the conversion of data.   
 
A high-level functional implementation plan has been provided below that 
outlines the tasks the City and Data Ticket’s Project Managers required to 
ensure a successful conversion. Of course, this is simply high-level and will 
require additional details and management should Data Ticket be selected as 
the City’s Vendor.  

 
Data Ticket’s IT Department expertly converts data from other vendors to our 
100  web-based system without issue. We will work with the City’s current 
vendor to convert the data into our system in a timely manner.  

 
ii  Data Ana sis  Re uirements Ana sis:  

During any transition we analyze the data and the requirements, but we 
approach them quite differently. Data analysis is straightforward in the sense 
that we ask for specific sets of data from the Client’s legacy system and, 
upon receipt of the data, compare the original numbers against the data in 
each conversion file and then compare that again when we load the data. If 
something is off, we know we have a problem and we resolve it.  
 
Requirement analysis is quite different because often-times requirements 
change when our clients start to see the vast capabilities they have within 
our Solution. Of course, the requirements are documented upfront, but we 
are always flexible with our clients’ requirements and ensure they are met, 
regardless of whether they stay the same of change.  
 
Further, requirements should change. If they don’t that means a client is 
stagnant and not adjusting to the changing needs of their customers, the 
changing world of technology and the changes in legislature.  
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iii  Prior Transition E perience  Ris s:  

The conversion of data requires a detailed understanding of the data 
structure the current vendor employs. Once that understanding has been 
achieved, the conversion of the data is far less complicated than it seems. Of 
course, if there is a misunderstanding of the data structure, it could impact 
the parking program in a variety of unfortunate manners.  
 
So, how can we mitigate this risk  Fortunately for us the answer is simple. 
We have a vast amount of experience in converting data from other vendor’s 
solutions and we know what the City’s data looks like.  
 
To demonstrate our experience, we converted 5 years of the City of Long 
Beach’s citations that contained roughly 360,000 citations for each year. 
How did we do this and how would we recommend converting the City’s 
data  We practiced then by performing 2 mock conversions to get an 
understanding of the duration of time it would take to convert the data but 
also to familiarize ourselves with the process and data, including establishing 
and providing the types of reports we would provide to the City prior to, 
during and after each mock conversion. 
 
Further, we just completed a conversion with over 5  years of data that 
contained roughly 170,000 citations for each year. We performed 2 mock 
conversions prior to performing the actual conversion and the actual 
conversion was executed flawlessly. In addition to those citation records, we 
also converted over 3 million images and documents and successfully 
hyperlinked them to the applicable citation in the system.  

 

 DM  Communications Capabi ities: 
Data Ticket has been online with California DMV for the acquisition of registered 
owner information and for placing registration holds and releases since 1995. 
 
Data Ticket is online with California DMV for registered owner information and has 
been for the past 30 years. We are the only vendor in the industry who, within 1-2 
minutes of receipt of a citation, obtains CA registered owner information via an online 
connection with CA DMV.  Below, please see proof as required, that Data Ticket has 
been obtaining RO information from CA DMV prior to 1995. Below we have provided 
correspondence from CA DMV to Data Ticket as of 1997 for proof: 
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Our Solution obtains RO information real-time from CA DMV without human 
intervention and we place registration holds and releases daily as well as upon 
request, without any human intervention.  In addition, our solution is online with 
NLETs for out of state registered owner information via a real time interface. Finally, 
we interface directly with many out of state DMVs to acquire out of state registered 
owner information.  
 
We have carefully programmed a response to error messages received from CA 
DMV based on our own processing rules as well as our clients. When an error 
message is returned, the error is referenced in a table and the appropriate action is 
taken. For example, when a “no match on name’ error is returned from an attempt to 
place a DMV Registration Hold, the System will automatically attempt to obtain a new 
RO. Another example includes subplate messages we receive from DMV. When a 
subplate message is received, some clients require our processing to continue while 
others require, we update the plate on the citation with the sub plated plate and then 
continue processing.  
 
Similarly, when a RO cannot be obtained or a registration hold cannot be placed, we 
work with each client on their unique processing rules. Some clients wish to obtain a 
RO every 30 days for the next 5 months while others require that process to continue 
for 9 or 12 months.  
 
Our Solution obtains RO information based on Plate / State as well as on VIN. In 
addition, our Solution obtains RO information from citations issued to a Temporary 
Plate. This is done with special processing that sends the temporary plate to CA DMV 
to obtain the RO and then again later to obtain the permanent plate. This secondary 
step is performed so a Registration Hold can be placed on the citation if one is 
needed later.  
 
Our Solution provides individuals with the ability to request an Indigent Payment Plan 
in person, via US Mail and online. In the event an individual fails to make a payment 
on-time, the Solution generates a Late Notice advising the citizen they have 45 days 
to make payment or request a new payment plan. During this time, we do not place 
the citation(s) on a DMV Hold. Doing so would mean the City would be liable for a 
$3.00 hold fee and if the Citizen were to request a secondary indigent payment plan, 
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the DMV Hold would be removed. This would be a waste of the $3.00 and it would 
not be consistent with the intent of the law.  
 
As mentioned, our CA DMV RO Request process is on-line. Within 1-2 minutes of the 
citation entering the Solution, we send the record to DMV to obtain a RO. 
Registration Holds and Releases are made daily and confirmation of a successful 
Hold and Release is updated in our Solution within 24 hours. Payments made at 
DMV are reported to Data Ticket monthly, in arrears. As soon as they are made 
available, our Solution is updated.  
 
The City of Beverly Hills will have control over the timeline and processing of all 
transactions within our Solution. Each Client’s unique processing rules are stored in 
configuration files and within our database. This makes the updating of these data 
elements extremely easy and quick.  
 
Our Solution will provide City Personnel with the ability to modify an amount due 
while a citation is on a Registration Hold. This process simply updates the amount 
due at DMV and does not result in an additional registration hold fee assessed from 
DMV to the City.  
 
All transactions recorded at DMV, including payments, releases without payment, 
releases with payment, holds and hold failures are captured within our Solution and 
City Personnel will be able to report on each transaction type. Further, our Solution 
will provide the City with the ability to reconcile the monthly CA DMV warrant and 
divide that warrant amongst Departments within the City if the City so chooses.  

Our Solution will provide City Personnel with the ability to view all citations related to 
a single individual as well as all citations related to a single license plate. All 
information provided by DMV, Franchise Tax Board, the citizen, appellant, and others 
is maintained within our Solution and the City will be able to report on such data.  

We do not ever purge or overwrite data. The City’s retention policy will be adhered to. 
In some cases, clients ask us to remove citations and their associated data from 
viewing on the web by citizens; however, we realize every client is unique and we do 
not attempt to have a single set of processing rules across all clients. We believe it is 
in our client’s best interest to retain data if possible so that data can be used to track 
trends as they relate to collections, issuance and other areas of concern.  

All registered owner information is kept, including rental car agencies, previous owner 
and current owner when it is provided by DMV and subsequently changed due to a 
release of liability, a bill of sale or other document as required by the City.  

Our Solution provides a simple way to view the make entered on a citation compared 
with the make returned from DMV. In addition, we provide a real-time make-mismatch 
report that provides City Personnel with the ability to run the report for any timeframe 
required.  
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Our Solution is configured to attempt to obtain a registered owner every 30 days for a 
minimum of 6 months. Some clients prefer we make attempts more frequently while 
other require we make attempts for a longer duration. Our Solution is flexible enough 
to meet the City’s requirements. In addition, we have accommodated the recently 
implemented temporary plate program in California whereby once we obtain the 
registered owner, we return to DMV to obtain the permanent plate. The benefit of this 
practice is to provide the City with a full understanding of the history of the license 
plate and to link citations issued in the past and in the future.  

All registered owner information, regardless of the source, is imported into our 
Solution.   
 

 E ectronic Pa ments: 
Inherent in Data Ticket’s Solution is our ability to perform real-time authorization via 
Authorize.net with settlement via TSYS. We offer this same functionality to the City 
and will integrate with Tyler Munis Cashiering so both solutions reconcile daily. 
Should the City prefer to utilize the City’s credit / debit card processor, we will 
integrate with the preferred Solution; however, we do not absorb any fees associated 
with the authorization or processing of credit / debit cards, nor do we absorb any fees 
associated with the integration. We also do not charge the City for any integration; 
however, if the City’s existing vendor(s) charge for integrations, we will not pay that 
fee.  

Our Solution accepts Visa, MasterCard, Discover and American Express. We charge 
citizens a single convenience fee. This fee is charged at the transaction level so the 
individual paying can pay as many citations as he/she would like for a single fee.  
Credit cards are reconciled and disbursed one month in arrears.  
 
Loc o  Processing  Manua  Pa ment Processing: 
We understand from the City’s RFP and from their visit that lockbox processing is 
important. We have provided an option for lockbox processing and we have also 
provided alternatives that are just a secure but less costly.  

We do not currently provide lockbox processing for any clients because none have 
required it. Having said that, we will partner with a third party to provide a PO Box in 
the City of Beverly Hills and arrange for pickup of that mail Monday – Friday. Lockbox 
processing will take place at their secure facility and we will be provided with a daily 
file of the data to download into our Solution.  

We do currently accept all mailed in payments and adjudication requests and we offer 
two additional types of payment processing the City may be inclined to consider. The 
first is that of using the City’s existing bank account. If this option is selected, we will 
simply receive and process all payments and send them via courier to the City’s bank 
Monday – Friday.  

If the City can obtain Remote Check Deposit machines, we will gladly alter our 
processing to open, scan and auto deposit each check received. This process 
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eliminates physical keying by data entry operators and decrease the time it takes to 
deposit the funds processed as it occurs on the date of receipt. At the time of 
scanning, the funds will be written to a file that credits the applicable citations.  

The last option is to utilize our Escrow or Trust Banking services. For this option, we 
will open a bank account on behalf of the City and all funds received will be deposited 
using Remote Check Deposit. This expedites the deposit of funds.  

All these processes, except for the City providing RCD machines and the newly 
proposed lockbox method have been reviewed and approved during our SOC 2 Type 
2 audits.  

Pa ments Recei e  at the Cit : 
For those payments received at the City, City Personnel will have the following 
options for processing: 
 
x Key the payments into our web-based Solution and will develop and interface with 

Tyler to send those payments to Tyler 
x Key the payments into the City’s Tyler Solution and we will develop an interface 

with Tyler to obtain those payments 
 

Data Ticket does not provide cashiering drawers, but our Solution does provide for 
the ability to generate and send receipts to email recipients and it does have the 
ability to generate daily cashiering reports by individual.  
 

 Re un s  A justments  Financia  Changes:  
Our Solution provides for the ability to make financial adjustments at the individual 
user level and at the citation and plate level. Overpayments are permitted in the 
Solution and real-time reports are available to our clients detailing overpayments, 
refunds and partial payments. City Personnel will have the ability to transfer funds 
from a single citation to multiple citations. A complete audit trail is provided for every 
transaction in our Solution.  

For years our Attorney and our Accountant have recommended as part of our best 
practices that we do not send back or “not process” funds received. The reason for 
this is one of liability of receiving a payment and not processing it as directed by the 
citizens.  

Our Solution provides real-time reports of all citations for which a refund has been 
requested and verified. This report meets the City’s requirements and this report is 
available anytime for City Personnel to generate. Additionally, this report can be 
scheduled to be emailed to a single individual or a group of individuals.  

Data Ticket recommends the City consider integrating the selected vendor with the 
City’s refund issuance solution. In this manner, our Solution would provide a weekly 
file of refunds to be issued by the City’s Refund Issuance System. Once processed, 
the City’s Refund Issuance System would provide a file back to our SFTP Site, 
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confirming refunds were issued and providing the check number for each refund. Our 
Solution would download this into our database and update each citation 
appropriately. This integration would simplify the process for City Personnel and 
ensure refunds are issued in a timely manner.  

Below, we have provided a sample of our existing Refund Request Report. 

 Reporting 
Data Ticket offers the most extensive reporting capabilities in the industry. Our 
reports are provided to our clients via a web-based real-time Solution that provides 
for the ability to generate Financial, Management and Operational Reports for any 
timeframe required.  
 
Our reporting structure is set as follows for parking citations. Each Category contains 
a minimum of 3 reports each with a maximum of 10 reports in any single category, for 
a total of 64 reports: 
x Adjudication Reports 
x Aging Reports 
x Citation Reports 
x DMV Reports 
x Financial Reports 
x Franchise Tax Board Reports 
x Officer Reports 
x Operational Reports 
x Payment Plan Reports 
x Refund Reports 
x Scofflaw Reports 

 
In addition to those categories identified above, we also have a complete category for 
Permits, Month-end Invoicing Reports, and My Saved Reports. Finally, we have a 
complete Report Generator tool that provides our clients with the ability to generate, 
save and share custom reports.  
 
Below, we have provided the City with a view of the Reporting Home page that 
displays citation statistics in a graphical manner for our clients. As you can see from 
this screen print, a drop-down box is provided in the top right corner that allows the 
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user to select the month that he/she wishes to view. In addition, this screen is 
configurable to display a variety of statistics. 

Prior to this page, we introduced the feature of our Report Generator. This capability 
provides our Clients with the most advanced reporting capabilities available. This 
feature provides City Personnel with the ability to select a “Standard Report” or to 
select a “Data Grouping” and create custom, real-time reports. These reports can be 
saved, shared amongst co-workers, or just run and viewed. Below is a screen shot of 
our “Report Generator” capability.  
 
This capability provides our City Personnel with the ability to select a “Standard 
Report” from the table on the prior pages and set Optional Criteria, as well as drag 
and drop Report Columns into and out of the Report. If you choose, you can also 
start with a “Data Collection” and create a completely custom report   
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Once you have created the report you would like to run on a regular basis, you can 
delete the report, clone the report or share the reports amongst co-workers.  
 
In addition, City Personnel has the option to simply save the report to your “My 
Reports” list as depicted on the following screen shot. This feature provides users 
with the ability to re-run the report, delete it, share it or clone it for future use with a 
slightly different or altogether different set of criteria.  
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All the reports available to our clients are available on our website. This provides City 
Personnel with the ability to generate reports on their timeframe while reducing their 
dependency on a vendor. We find the more control we provide to our clients; the 
better able they are to do their jobs, on their timeframe. If there are specific reports 
City Personnel require on a specific timeframe to be provided by Data Ticket, we will 
provide those at no cost to the City. 
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Section   Citation Issuance De ices  Printers 
 

 O er ie  
This Section of our RFP Response speaks directly to the City’s requirement for 
handheld citation issuance devices and citation enforcement. Below, Data Ticket has 
proposed 3 options for how we intend to meet the City’s requirements for this scope 
of work:  

 
Option :  Samsung A50 or Similar Device  
Option :  Samsung S10  or Similar Device 
Option :  N5 1 Print 
Option : Samsung Tab A 8.0 
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Below, we have provided a comparison of the handheld devices: 
 

 
 
Printers offered are the 3” TSC Printer and the ebra 4” Printer. We have found these 
printers to be durable and light to better accommodate infield use.  
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 O ine Mo e 
The City has requested information on how the handheld devices work in offline 
mode. Their behavior is no different in offline mode then in online mode; however, in 
offline mode, the handheld devices will not have access to any of the webservices or 
integrations because they will have no way of communicating with other devices / 
systems.  
 
Below and on the following pages, we have provided an overview of our handheld 
citation enforcement software to provide the City with a better understanding of the 
features available. Those marked with an asterisk require a data plan.  
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Should City Personnel wish to see more features or have an in person or oom 
meeting to demonstrate the handheld devices, we are happy to provide that at the 
City’s convenience.  

 
 Technica  Support  Accessibi it  

Data Ticket’s handheld citation issuance software was developed and is owned and 
fully supported by Data Ticket, Inc. City Personnel will never work with a third party to 
resolve any handheld hardware or software support issues. Should the City need to 
replace or repair a unit, we have dedicated handheld resources available to you for 
troubleshooting, repairs, upgrades, general question inquiry and technical support.  
These individuals will be made available to the City Monday – Friday from 7am – 
5:00pm Pacific via direct dial phone numbers and email addresses.  
 
Off business hours, these individuals will be made available via email with a 
guaranteed response time of 1 hour.  In rare circumstances, the City may require a 
cell phone number to a support resource. That cell number will be made available to 
the City’s Project/Program Manager during the implementation phase.  

 
 Repair  Rep acement 

Complete repair and replacement of handheld hardware is available for the City 
should anything happen to a device. If an incident does occur, Data Ticket requests 
an email be sent or a phone call be made to our Mobile Support, detailing what is 
wrong with the device. That will allow us to prepare a replacement unit to be sent to 
the City. This process takes less than 48 hours, so the City is not without a device for 
longer than that period.  
 
Often issues with a device can be fixed remotely which eliminate the need to send 
the device to Data Ticket.  
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Section   Permit Management S stem 
 

 S stem O er ie  
Data Ticket believes our approach to permit solutions is the most extensive and 
thorough in the industry. Unlike parking citation processing whereby there are 
similarities across clients, we believe no two permit solutions are alike. Our approach 
to each permit solution is to work with each client to identify all business rules 
associated with each unique permit and build a customized solution to meet those 
business rules. Of course, we must also consider the City’s desire to be involved in 
the process of fulfillment as well as the potential for the City to expand their permit 
solution beyond what is currently available.  

 
Below and on the following page we have provided our proposal to the City of Beverly 
Hills for their Preferential Permits. Interestingly, we are in the process of 
implementing a very similar permit type at another agency that is slightly larger. In 
addition, we have other agencies who have similar offerings already implemented.  

 
Data Ticket will provide a customized website for City Personnel and for the City’s 
Customers to manage permits that will meet all requirements identified by the City. Of 
course, we will also offer alternatives to what has been requested.  
 
Our Solution will provide details for individuals desiring a permit that is solely for the 
City’s customers to use. All web content will be customized for the City and will be 
displayed dependent on the permit type selected.  
 

 Support o  the Cit s Current Pre erentia  Par ing Permit E emptions 
We see the City provides individuals the ability to create an account and purchase 
Overnight Parking Permits, Daytime Parking Permits, Overnight Exemptions and 
Daytime Exemptions. We also see the City now offers 30-Day Temporary Permits 
that are offered offline. We would recommend offering the 30-Day Temporary Permits 
online.  
 
We also see the City asks the user to enter their street number, select their address 
from a dropdown box and enter a unit number. We would recommend the City 
provide a single dropdown of eligible addresses from which the individual may select 
their address. We find that free form text boxes can lead to bad data.  
 
We also see the City asks the user how many off street parking spaces are provided 
at the address selected. We would elect to build this functionality into the solution 
such that when the address is selected, it tells the user how many off street parking 
spaces the selected address has. By providing this information, you are then able to 
tell the user how many permits they may be eligible to have. 
 
Finally, the City does not appear to be taking advantage of any real-time DMV 
authorization process that would eliminate the user’s requirement to upload 
supporting documentation and would expedite the purchase process. Our Solution 
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automatically without City Personnel needing to do anything. In addition, more 
communications can be automated and scheduled per the City’s requirements.  
 
All permit data will be provided to the LPR Solution as well as to the handheld 
devices via a real-time interface.  
 
Virtual permitting is 100  supported via our Solution as well as via the proposed LPR 
Solutions.  

 
Data Ticket proposes to be responsible for configuration of each permit type, 
including new permit types not yet identified. In addition, Data Ticket will be 
responsible for all business rules associated with identified permit types as well as 
not yet identified permit types.  
 
Our Solution will provide the City’s Customers with the ability to place themselves on 
a waitlist for permits, print temporary permits made to the exact specifications of the 
City, and reserve a permit for future sale, if so desired.  

 
Additionally, the Permit Home Page provides our Clients with action items, including 
permits awaiting approval, permits awaiting assignment and permits awaiting 
fulfillment letters: 

 

As stated, Customers of the City of Beverly Hills will be able to apply for and, pending 
approval, purchase permits as defined by the City. In addition, to the degree required, 
the City’s Customers will be able to manage their permit accounts and vehicles, 
including moving permits from on vehicle to another, cancel a permit, purchase new 
permits, and ensure unpaid parking citations are paid prior to the purchase of 
permits.  
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All permit data will be provided to the handheld ticket writers and LPR Solution real-
time.  

 
 Transition an  Processes 

Data Ticket will convert the City’s existing permit data into our Solution. Because the 
permits expire at the same time annually, the City will have the option to send current 
permit holders a renewal letter that provides limited information on the permits they 
currently have and allows them to use that information to create a new account in our 
Solution and see all their existing permits. Should the City prefer, all individuals can 
create a new account from scratch. 
 
In either case, we recommend providing citizens with the ability to auto-verify their 
plates at California DMV. This eliminates the need for individual to upload supporting 
documentation if they know their vehicles are registered at the address for which they 
are purchasing a permit.  
 
Additionally, we recommend obtaining a valid list of all addresses eligible for a permit 
and the corresponding number of on property parking spaces the City has been able 
to verify. Using this information, we will provide the resident with the ability to 
purchase only the correct number of permits available for that particular property.  
 
We also see the City has implemented temporary Covid relief permits. We 
recommend these be made available online with appropriate business rules driving 
the ability to apply and purchase.  
 
The use of virtual permits is certainly a big topic now. We are in the process of 
implementing an agency that will only utilize virtual permits. Additionally, we have 
other agencies who use a combination of permits, including virtual. We find those 
agencies most likely to implement virtual permits are those that also use LPR 
equipment either on vehicles or are part of the handheld devices.  
 
Per the City’s request, we have provided an implementation timeframe for the RPP 
Solution to go live. Of course, as with the other areas of implementation, the City has 
the option to either go live with all permits at once or phase the permit solution into 
releases. The choice us completely up to the City. Below, we have provided the City 
with very high-level plan for a single release approach. Regardless of the approach 
selected, we will work with the City to create a more detailed approach upon selection 
as the vendor of choice.  
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i  Con ersion:  
The first question most agencies evaluate when it comes to permits is 
whether they need to convert the existing data or whether it is best to start 
fresh. In questioning this decision, the following items should be considered: 
 
x How will existing customers create a login for a legacy account  
x Do we intend to use a DMV auto-verify process or some other process 

that requires the citizen to verify they reside at the address for which 
they are attempting to purchase permits and, if so, is it smarter to start 
fresh  

x What current method are you using to communicate with permit 
holders  Email  Physical Mail  And how do you wish to communicate 
going forward  

x What is the nature of your permit holders and what is their aptitude for 
technical solutions that make their lives easier  

 
Of course, there are a lot of other points to consider, these are just a few that 
will start the conversation moving. Once a decision has been made, a plan 
can be developed for what is converted, will it be all historical data or just 
current permit holders, and how communications will occur to existing permit 
holders and new permit holders.  
 
Data Ticket is well versed in the conversion efforts associated with permitting 
solutions. Just like the conversion of parking data, the conversion of permit 
data requires a detailed understanding of the data structure the current 
vendor employs. Once that understanding has been achieved, the 
conversion of the data is far less complicated than it seems. Of course, if 
there is a misunderstanding of the data structure, it could impact the permit 
program in a variety of unfortunate manners.  

 
ii  Data Ana sis  Re uirements Ana sis:  

Just like with the parking data, during any transition we analyze the data and 
the requirements, but we approach them quite differently. Data analysis is 
straightforward in the sense that we ask for specific sets of data from the 
Client’s legacy system and, upon receipt of the data, compare the original 
numbers against the data in each conversion file and then compare that 
again when we load the data. If something is off, we know we have a 
problem and we resolve it.  
 
Requirement analysis is quite different because often times requirements 
change when our clients start to see the vast capabilities, they have within 
our Solution. Of course, the requirements are documented upfront, but we 
are always flexible with our clients’ requirements and ensure they are met, 
regardless of whether they stay the same of change.  
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Further, requirements should change. If they don’t that means a client is 
stagnant and not adjusting to the changing needs of their customers, the 
changing world of technology and the changes in legislature.  
  

iii  Prior Transition E perience  Ris s:  
The conversion of permit data tends to result in clients wanting to start fresh 
with a new solution simply because technology has changed, and offerings 
are much more advanced. We also understand the City wishes for the newly 
selected vendor to be up and running by August 2021, providing ample time 
for residents to understand the new process. This timing allows the City the 
decision process of whether to convert the permit data or start fresh. 
 
Should the City elect to move forward with converting data, we will approach 
it just like to do with any other conversion effort. As discussed, the existing 
data will be analyzed and at least 2 mock conversions will take place. Each 
time a conversion is completed, we will evaluate the converted data, make 
adjustments and test the converted data. Once we are ready to go live, we 
will use the converted data to send either an email or physical letter to 
current permit holders advising them how to log into their new account.  
 
Risk is inherent in converting data, regardless of the type of data. So, how 
can we mitigate this risk  Fortunately for us the answer is simple. We have a 
vast amount of experience in converting data from other vendor’s solutions 
and we have experience converting from the City’s current vendor.   
 

 Management Reports 
Data Ticket offers the most extensive reporting capabilities in the industry. Our Permit 
Reports are provided to our clients via a web-based real-time Solution that provides 
for the ability to generate Financial, Management and Operational Reports for any 
timeframe required.  
 
Our reporting structure is set as follows for permit citations. Each Category typically 
contains a minimum of 3 reports each with a maximum of 10 reports in any single 
category, for a total number of reports varying depending on each agency’s program: 
x Address Reports 
x Permit Status Reports 
x Permit Payment Reports 

 
Reports for permits can be run for any period required and all reports are real-time. 
Finally, City Personnel will have the ability to create custom permit reports using our 
report generator feature and save and share those reports with coworkers.  
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Section   Mobi e License P ate Recognition Techno og  
 Provide an overview of the mobile LPR technology including the service functions 

provided to monitor time limits, no re-parking zones, paid parking/permit status and 
other related features. 

Response: 
In addition to payment and permit rules, our Parking Solution includes Digital 
Chalking to help identify vehicles that have been parked longer than their allotted 
time. Personnel will be able to configure time limits for each parking area, enabling 
our Parking Solution to send alerts to enforcement personnel if a vehicle has 
exceeded the limit. 
 
Personnel receive alerts via the enforcement software provided for their role. Vigilant 
CDM will alert patrolling enforcement officers when mobile LPR cameras detect a 
vehicle that has exceeded its allotted time. Back-office personnel will receive alerts in 
TAS from fixed LPR cameras that detect a vehicle that has stayed beyond its allotted 
time. 

 Explain the following:  
i. How LPR operates within dead communication areas and the communications 

hardware provided to mitigate this impact.  

Response: 
The system stores all information locally and uploads it to the back office for 
distribution once connection is reestablished.  There is an audible and visual 
notification to the operator when communications are lost and restored.  

ii. Define “real-time” for the proposed System.  

Response: 

Data transfers and alerts both in the vehicle and remote to local desktop software 
and mobile applications is provided within seconds.  The term “real-time” can 
mean different things and can be misleading. Motorola’s solutions have been 
developed to provide the fastest alerting possible.    

iii. How the system will handle power lapses.  

Response: 
The system is designed and installed with a charge guard timer to provide 
continuous power even when the vehicle is off, or ignition is off.  The timer can be 
set to automatically turn off the system after 30 minutes as example to ensure 
battery drain and damage does not occur.  
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iv. The speed and accessibility of technical support including the available ongoing 
customer support services provided to the City.  

Response: 
Motorola has standard support with a staffed call center available 5-5 PST, with a 
support agent being available 24/7 when calling into the support line   The user 
has direct access to Factory support vs through a remote integrator.  The City will 
also have an assigned Client Success Manager who is available for ongoing 
support, configuration, consultation, and elevated support needs. This is provided 
as a value add without an additional support contract fee.  

v. The LPR maintenance services and warranty program that will be provided to the 
City for software and hardware support.  

Response: 
Refer to attachments on the following pages. Advanced mobile LPR hardware 
component replacement warranty is being offered. In vehicle software updates are 
always available on Vigilant Solutions website at no additional cost. Back office 
updates are automatically updated at no additional cost. 
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vi. How the system will identify and capture license plates with vertical and horizontal 
letters and images.  

Response: 
Stacked characters, vanity plates, and temporary tags are captured through a 
combination of infrared and color OCR.  Reference below examples.  

vii. Capture limitations for non-reflective plates, California paper license plates, and 
specialty plates.  

Response: 
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The optical character recognition (OCR) engine uses the IR read and standard 
color image to generate the best possible plate interpretation. Each character is 
analyzed with a confidence score that must meet acceptable threshold criteria. 
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viii. LPR GPS capabilities and accuracy to demonstrate the system’s ability to 
accurately enforce no re-parking ordinances at multiple distances and time limits 
from 15-minute time zones to 72 hour extended violations.  

Response: 
GPS has an industry standard accuracy of 3 meters. It has a built-in adjustable 
buffer distance to ensure that the maximum number of violations are captured in 
the event of GPS coordinates fluctuation.  

 Provide a solution for the manual capture feature, including best practices and 
procedures to support timed parking.  

Response: 
Motorola Solutions has a built-in manual capture feature that gives the PEO the 
ability to digitally chalk a vehicle in the event of a missing license plate. Reference 
below examples. 
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 Describe the daily occupancy data collection processes, including how to generate 
report. 

Response: 
Vigilant’s dashboards and analytics allow the customer to monitor statistics such as 
system usage, LPR detections, and occupancy and dwell time for fixed LPR 
cameras. For example, a breakdown of detections and hits by an enforcement officer 
can help the customer monitor system adoption and optimize enforcement routes. 
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Metrics like dwell time and occupancy for fixed LPR locations can drive key 
operational decisions, such as permit oversell and space utilization. Dashboards can 
be scheduled to email out at a regular interval. For Mobile LPR, zones that are 
commonly reported upon for occupancy can be configured and saved to make 
running regular reports easy  

 Outline the reporting capabilities regarding license plate number capture trends.  

Response: 
Vigilant’s dashboards and analytics allow the customer to monitor statistics such as 
system usage, LPR detections, occupancy and dwell time. For example, a 
breakdown of detections and hits by an enforcement officer can help the customer 
monitor system adoption and optimize enforcement routes. Metrics like dwell time 
and occupancy for fixed LPR locations can drive key operational decisions, such as 
permit oversell and space utilization. Dashboards can be scheduled to email out at a 
regular interval. 

 Describe the proposed training plan for City staff.  

Response: 
Motorola will provide factory direct training to all levels of staff.  This includes back 
end training for management and administrative personnel as well as on-site operator 
training in the field.  Ongoing remote training is provided at no cost as well as access 
to resources such as videos and self-help library. Reference On-Site Training Plan 
attachment. 

 Proposer shall submit a sample of the available reports, including occupancy data 
collection and license plate number capture trends. 

Response: 
Please refer to samples provided on the following pages: 
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License Plate Data Reporting Options – Mobile and Fixed LPR 
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Occupancy Data by Location – Mobile and Fixed LPR 
 

 
Occupancy Data Collection –Fixed LPR Detections 
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Occupancy Data Collection –Mobile LPR Violators 

Fixed LPR Occupancy Trend Analysis 
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Fixed LPR Occupancy and Dwell Time Trend Analysis 
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Section   S stem Testing  Acceptance  Training 
 

 Design Re ie  Process 
Data Ticket Response: 
Data Ticket has outlined our intention to perform 2 mock conversions prior to the final 
conversion. The purpose of these conversion efforts is to provide City Personnel with 
a fully functioning solution well in advance of the intended Go Live date. This time will 
be used by City Personnel for training but also to perform every single function in the 
system.  
 
Our Solution is fully tested. It is being used by over 400 clients nation-wide. The 
Solution works. The real question is: will the City’s specific processing rules be 
implemented correctly  The answer is yes, so the better question is: how will the City 
know their business rules have been implemented correctly  We will demonstrate 
that through the trainings, reviews of the converted data and reports. Finally, we will 
demonstrate that through the City’s use of the Solution.  
 
During the implementation phase we will meet weekly with the City. We will request a 
lot of documentation from bail schedules, notice timings, review of notice wording, 
bank information, NSF processing, refund processing and more. During each meeting 
with the City we will review each document received and question any inaccuracies 
or documents that don’t make sense. Communication is critical.  
 
Vigilant Response: 
As part of the implementation process, Motorola’s Customer Success Manager will 
review with the City our CarDetector Mobile and ClientPortal software to confirm 
compliance with the City’s requirements for this project. It should be noted that the 
City’s Police Department is already utilizing software products from Motorola and that 
the User Interface for both CarDetector Mobile and ClientPortal is very similar to 
those existing applications. 
 

 Training:  
Data Ticket Response: 
Data Ticket will provide all training and implementation free of charge at the City’s 
preferred location. Training of City Staff will be extremely important to gain full 
acceptance of the Solution. We have provided a high-level over-view of the on-site 
training at the City’s location for all users of the Solution. This overview will be 
customized to meet the City’s exact needs.  
 
Our Project Managers and the City’s designated representative will agree on the 
logistics required of the training to be performed. Specifically, we will identify the 
number of individuals who will require training, the types or groups of individuals who 
will require training and the type of training required.  
 
For example, Finance may require training on a subset of the reports offered, while 
the Officers may require training on a different subset of the reports offered. In 
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Usage of the handheld units 
Usage of the scofflaw reports 
Usage of the permit reports 
Chalking capabilities 
Report generation 
Usage of meter messages 
Transfer of files

This training has been identified at a high level. Once we begin working with the City, 
we will adjust all training such that it best suits the needs of City Personnel. We have 
never and will never place a limit on the number of hours of training provided. Some 
Agencies require more training than others and some agencies prefer oom 
meetings to in person meetings. Our training efforts will meet the needs of the City’s 
Personnel.  
 
Vigilant Response: 
Motorola will provide factory direct training to all levels of staff who interact with our 
CarDetector Mobile or ClientPortal platforms. This includes back office training for 
management and administrative personnel as well as on-site operator training in the 
field. Ongoing remote training is provided at no cost as well as access to resources 
such as videos and self-help user guides. Reference On-Site Training Plan 
attachment form D. 
 

 Training ours Form Appen i   Form D :  
Data Ticket Response: 
Below we have provided Appendix – Form D. The form appears very focused on the 
number of hours training will be provided as well as the number of individuals who will 
attend each training session and the recommended roles to be present in each 
training session. We have completed the form and placed the hours in each of the 
On-Site and Off-Site columns. The reason we have done this is that we are flexible, 
and we are happy to meet the City’s needs. If the City prefers in person over off-site 
or vice versa, that is what we will do.  
 
Additionally, the recommended number of people has only been completed for the 
Handheld Training. This is because it will vary based on where training is performed, 
and it will vary based on who is available. We will never inconvenience a client by 
offering a single training session or a training session at a time that does not meet 
everyone’s schedule. You are the Client. It is our job to work around your schedules 
and to provide ALL training to ensure this partnership is a success. If you need more 
training in person or remote, smaller or larger training sessions, that is you will get.  
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Vigilant Response: 

 

 
 

 Re resher Training:  
Data Ticket Response: 
Of course, we provide refresher training. There is NO LIMIT to the number of training 
sessions, the hours of training or anything else related to training. If City Personnel 
are not trained well on our Solution, it will not be successful and that is not something 
we are willing to risk. 
 
Vigilant Response: 
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Ongoing remote training is provided at no cost as well as access to resources such 
as videos and self-help library. 
 

 T pes o  Re resher Training:  
Data Ticket Response: 
We offer any type of refresher training the City requires. It would be silly not to. 
 
Vigilant Response: 
Ongoing remote training is provided at no cost as well as access to resources such 
as videos and self-help library. 
 

 Cost o  Re resher Training:  
Data Ticket Response: 
There is no cost to refresher training. That would be silly.  
 
Vigilant Response: 
Yes. 
 

 Computer ase  Training:  
Data Ticket Response: 
We do not offer computer-based training in the form of CDs or online videos. That 
approach is far too impersonable for us. We offer our Clients on-going training at no 
cost because if our Clients’ Staff is not trained, they won’t be happy with the Solution. 
It is that simple. When new Staff is hired, call us and schedule a training that works 
for you. Further, we’ll provide a “Playground” website City Personnel can practice in 
so there’s no worry about impacting live data.  
 
Vigilant Response: 
Yes. 
 

 Computer ase  Training:  
Data Ticket Response: 
If the City needs training, we will provide it, regardless of the type, location and 
number of hours.  
 
Vigilant Response: 
n/a. 
 

 Training Documentation:  
Data Ticket Response: 
Our Solution is extremely easy to use. We will provide a user manual of the Solution, 
but I promise you that you will never use it. The Solution is that easy to use. If you do 
have a question, we encourage you to call or email. We’ll be able to walk you through 
anything you need to know in a quick and efficient manner.  
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Below we have provided a screenshot of the user manual we provided our clients for 
our handheld devices and our citation enforcement software. This is simply a sample 
of what is provided, as requested by the City. 
 

  
Vigilant Response: 
Training documentation, and videos, are available for both the in-vehicle software, 
CarDetector Mobile, and back-office software, ClientPortal. The training document is 
a step by step guide that has specific directions on how to use available features. 
Refer to attachment below and on the following page (Vigilant Parking Mobile LPR 
Quick Start Guide V3 18 1014). 
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 Li e Operations Training Accommo ations: 
Data Ticket Response: 
Earlier we discussed the provision of a “Playground”. This is an environment 
populated with the City’s data that is not “live” or made visible to the public. This is an 
environment that mimics the live production environment but provides City Personnel 
with the ability to train in our Solution 24/7 without impacting Production. This 
environment will be made available to City Personnel as long as the City is a Client.  
 
Vigilant Response: 
Live operations can be conducted without degrading system performance. Simply 
operate the system as intended and do not issue citations. This is done during the 
pre-go live test period. 
 
 Co aborati e Training: 
Data Ticket Response: 
Data Ticket has communicated that we believe training is a collaborative approach 
and we agree to working with the City to develop an approach that works for City 
Personnel, on your terms.  
 
Vigilant Response: 
Motorola’s Client Success manager will schedule and conduct the training. 
 
 Data Tic et s Ro e in Training P anning: 
Data Ticket Response: 
Data Ticket is happy to take the lead role in planning all training activity, including 
coordination of locations, dates, times and materials. Our Client Services team takes 
this responsibility on with every new client we onboard.  
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Vigilant Response: 
Motorola Solutions’ onboarding process includes five steps. 
 
1.Kickoff call - On this call, participating teams confirm they are aligned on 
deliverables and determine next steps for the project. Participants will discuss the 
specifics of the deployment phases, and ensure the parties involved know what is 
expected for the project. This call is typically scheduled immediately after a PO is 
issued and contracts are signed and lasts 15-30 minutes. 
 
2.Back-office training - This initial, 60-minute training covers back-office operations, 
including Vigilant ClientPortal usage. This training covers how to set up and manage 
users, setup vehicles, set up zones, and perform reporting. Scheduling for back-office 
training is typically discussed on the kickoff call and can take multiple meetings to 
ensure sufficient training is provided. 
 
3.Shipment and installation - Motorola Solutions will ship hardware to Beverly Hills in 
this phase. Hardware shipments can take up to 30 days to arrive. Once hardware has 
been delivered, Motorola Solutions can schedule installation with its certified third-
party installers. Alternatively, if Beverly Hills has a preferred outfitting company, 
Beverly Hills can work with them directly. 
 
4.System startup and commissioning; Vigilant CarDetector Mobile training - This 
training is scheduled once installation is completed and includes final camera 
commissioning by Motorola Solutions’ Sales Technician to ensure the cameras are 
aimed correctly and functioning properly. This typically takes 3.5 hours but may vary 
based on the size of Beverly Hills operation. Motorola Solutions’ Sales Technician will 
train personnel on using Vigilant CarDetector Mobile while on-site and help train staff 
on other solution software that is being implemented. This 1-hour training is geared 
towards enforcement officers, covering the software they will use on a day-to-day 
basis. 
 
5.Pre go-live testing period - This is the last phase of the onboarding process, a soft 
go-live that lasts approximately 1-2 weeks. This allows all involved parties to test the 
system in a low-stakes live environment prior to fully transitioning over to our LPR 
solution. During this time, we can ensure there are no unforeseen issues to address 
with third-party integrations or the installation, and ensure staff is using the system 
correctly. 
 
 Cit s Ro e in Training P anning: 
Data Ticket Response: 
A training plan isn’t worth the paper on which it is documented if the trainee has not 
bought into the approach and execution. In addition to reviewing and editing the plan 
we provide; we will expect City Personnel to identify the participants to attend each 
training session. Once training has occurred, we will expect City Personnel to assess 
and identify additional training that may be required to ensure Personnel are fully 
trained.  
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Vigilant Response: 
The City must schedule training dates with our Client Success Manager and attend 
the sessions. 
 
 F e ibi it  in Training: 
Data Ticket Response: 
The City will have complete ability to determine when, where, how and for what 
duration training sessions are conducted.  
 
Vigilant Response: 
The City will have a lot of flexibility on how the offsite training hours are used. 
Motorola Solutions does not charge for additional off-site training. 
 
 Training Assistance: 
Data Ticket Response: 
Data Ticket does not charge our Clients for training. If additional training is required, 
you simply need to ask.  
 
Vigilant Response: 
Unlimited, no additional charge. 
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Section   arrant  Maintenance an  Customer Support 
 

 Stan ar  arrant  Terms  Etc   
Data Ticket Response: 
Data Ticket does not offer a stock standard warranty, end user license agreement, 
subscription terms or others. Our Solution is offered as a SaaS, Software as a 
Service. City Personnel will have access to the Solution as long as the City is a 
Client.  
 
Vigilant Response: 
Re er to the be o  ocumentation: 

ar are arrant   E ten e  Po ic      
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  ear arrant   
Data Ticket Response: 
Data Ticket warranties our Solution, as is required in our Contract, for the entirety of 
the Contract Period.  
 
Vigilant Response: 
Yes. 
 

 arrant  E penses 
Data Ticket Response: 
Data Ticket will be solely responsible for our Citation Management Solution, Permit 
Management Solution and our Citation Enforcement Solution. Our handheld 
hardware provide will be immediately repaired or replaced at our expense should a 
hardware issue present itself.   
 
Vigilant Response: 
Advanced mobile LPR hardware component replacement warranty is being offered. 
In vehicle software updates are available at all times on Vigilant Solutions website at 
no additional cost. Back office updates are automatically updated at no additional 
cost. Travel expenses and onsite labor is not included as part of the warranty. 
 

 Out o  arrant  E penses 
Data Ticket Response: 
Data Ticket will be solely responsible for our Citation Management Solution, Permit 
Management Solution and our Citation Enforcement Solution. Our handheld 
hardware provide will be immediately repaired or replaced at our expense should a 
hardware issue present itself.   
 
Vigilant Response: 
Motorola Solutions can provide repair or replacement estimates for any work that we 
are unable to perform under our warranty guidelines. 
 

 A itiona  arrant  Perio s 
Data Ticket Response: 
While under contract, Data Ticket will be solely responsible for our Citation 
Management Solution, Permit Management Solution and our Citation Enforcement 
Solution. Our handheld hardware provide will be immediately repaired or replaced at 
our expense should a hardware issue present itself. Additional warranty periods 
would require a valid contract. 
 
Vigilant Response: 
You have one year of factory warranty with every purchase. Extended warranty is 
available for years 2-5. This purchase must be made with the original procurement or 
within the year one factory warranty period for all the additional years you wish to 
cover. It is not a year by year renewal. 
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 A itiona  arrant  Perio s 
Data Ticket Response: 
While under contract, Data Ticket will provide on-going training as necessary. 
 
Vigilant Response: 
Yes. 

 
 Support Proce ures 

Data Ticket Response: 
Technical support will be provided to the City from 7:00am – 6pm PDT / PST M-F. In 
addition, emails received after hours will be responded to within 4 hours of receipt 
and in certain circumstance, cell phone numbers will be provided to City  
 
Data Ticket keeps detailed logs of all items noted including bugs, incidents and other 
escalations. Response times with resolution are completed the same day noted. In 
the case of an extreme issue, which we define as one that cannot be resolved in a 
single business day, we will provide an update every 4 hours until the issue is 
resolved.  
 
Vigilant Response: 
Motorola has standard support with a staffed call center available 5-5 PST, with a 
support agent being available 24/7 when calling into the support line. The user has 
direct access to Factory support vs through a remote integrator. The City will also 
have an assigned Client Success 
  
Manager who is available for ongoing support, configuration, consultation, and 
elevated support needs. This is provided as a value add without an additional support 
contract fee. 

 Logs support calls: All calls are assigned a support ticket number. 

 Tracks incidents: All calls are assigned a support ticket number 

 Monitors the escalation of problems: Problems are immediately escalated to 
tier two if they are outside the scope of the first tier support staff. 

 Diagnoses and corrects problems on-line from remote locations: Yes, Support 
Staff has the ability to remote into the system to diagnose and resolve issues. 

 Resolves problems: Support Staff resolves problems by diagnosing the issue 
and implementing a fix. 

 Enhance  Support Metho s 
Data Ticket Response: 
Data Ticket’s offers direct dial phone number, direct email addresses, group emails, 
and direct cell numbers for key member of the Data Ticket Staff.  
  
Vigilant Response: 
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Yes, both enhanced support methods are supported. 
 

 Esca ation Proce ure 
Data Ticket Response: 
Upon receipt of notification of any business stopping event, Data Ticket notifies 
impacted clients via email of the noted issue, the proposed resolution and the 
expected duration in which the issue should be resolved. At a minimum, 
communication will be sent out via email every 4 hours with an update on the issue.  
 
It is extremely important to note our System Uptime is at 99.64 . The downtime is 
attributable to weekly released performed after hours to enhance our Solution.  
  
Vigilant Response: 
Problems are immediately escalated to tier two if they are outside the scope of the 
first tier support staff. 

 
 Thir  Part  Support 
Data Ticket Response: 
Earlier in our response we provided the option to the City to either have Data Ticket 
execute a contract with Vigilant or to have the City execute the contract with Vigilant. 
If we are to execute the contract, we will be the single point of contact for the City in 
resolving all issues and in managing the contract with Vigilant. If the City executes 
the contract with Vigilant, the City would be responsible for all issues and 
management of the Vigilant contract.   
 
Vigilant Response: 
Motorola Supports its products directly. 
 
 Support o  ar are 
Data Ticket Response: 
Data Ticket will provide all support related to the Citation Enforcement Hardware.   
 
Vigilant Response: 
Proposer. 

 
 Labor  E uipment an  Other Materia s 
Data Ticket Response: 
Data Ticket will provide all labor, equipment and other material necessary to maintain 
the hardware and System Applications in good operating condition in conformance 
with the Technical Compliance Requirements as it relates to the CMS, PMS and 
Citation Enforcement Hardware and Software.  
 
Vigilant Response: 
Ongoing service and maintenance packages are available through certified Vigilant 
partners upon request. In-person training will include preventative maintenance best 
practices. 
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 Process or Reso ing ar are issues 
Data Ticket Response: 
Upon recognition of a hardware issue that relates to the Citation Enforcement 
Hardware, Data Ticket requests an email communication detailing the issue. This will 
allow Data Ticket to evaluate whether the issue can be fixed remotely or whether we 
require the hardware to be replaced. If the hardware must be replaced, we request 
the City provide the hardware to Data Ticket. At the same time, we will prepare a 
replacement unit and place it in FedEx for next business day delivery.   
 
Vigilant Response: 
Motorola Solutions’ support staff will provide remote support to diagnose any 
potential hardware-related issues. For any hardware that requires replacement, the 
support staff member will talk the City through the RMA process for substitute 
hardware to be sent onsite as soon as possible in accordance with our warranty 
guidelines. 
 
 Inc u e  Pro essiona  Ser ices in arrant  

 Data Ticket Response: 
Data Ticket will assist in any issue related to our Solution.   
 
Vigilant Response: 
Motorola Solutions is not including professional services warranty as part of this 
implementation. 

 
 Inc u e  Pro essiona  Ser ices in Support 
Data Ticket Response: 
Data Ticket will assist in analyzing support issues and in resolving said support 
issues.     
 
Vigilant Response: 
Motorola Solutions is not including a professional services support and maintenance 
agreement. Remote support is available at no additional cost via email and phone on 
a 24/7 basis. 

 
 Pro essiona  Ser ices 
Data Ticket Response: 
Data Ticket does not provide our Clients with an hourly professional services fee.    
 
Vigilant Response: 
Motorola Solutions is not including a professional services support and maintenance 
agreement. Remote support is available at no additional cost via email and phone on 
a 24/7 basis. On-site support can be provided at an additional cost to the City. 
Support and Maintenance packages are available upon request. 
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 Support User Groups 
 Data Ticket Response: 

No, Data Ticket do not offer Support User Groups. We will; however, make 
introductions of clients and assist in site visits.    
 
Vigilant Response: 
Motorola Solutions’ Parking & Mobility clients have the option of participating in our 
Client Advisory Board to network with other clients and provide feedback to 
Motorola’s Product Managers on roadmap features and enhancements. 

 
 User Groups Process 
Data Ticket Response: 
We do not offer Support User Groups. We will; however, make introductions of clients 
and assist in site visits.    
 
Vigilant Response: 
Clients are invited to participate in our Client Advisory Board based upon their level of 
interest and their use of our products and services. 

 
 Documentation 
Data Ticket Response: 
No, we will not provide the documentation requested as our Solution is offered as a 
Software as a Service and the information requested is confidential and proprietary to 
Data Ticket, Inc.    
 
Vigilant Response: 
Configuration documentation: Yes 
Interface documentation: API documentation can be provided upon signing a mutual 
NDA. 
System administration manuals: Yes 
Application software tutorial: Yes 
Database setup and maintenance: Not available 
System documentation: Yes, technical service bulletins are published regularly to our 
clients 
 
 Documentation 
Data Ticket Response: 
No, examples of the requested documentation is not available.     
 
Vigilant Response: 
Yes, however some documentation may require the City to sign a mutual NDA. 
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Section   Cost Proposa   
 
Submitte  un er separate co er 
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Attachment 3 – Proposal Cost Comparison 

MOBILE LPR 
FEES TO THE CITY - PER UNIT COST CONDUENT DATA TICKET PAM TURBO DATA 
8 UNITS 
YEAR 1 COST $27,641.00 $19,250.00  $22,137.50 $19,250.00 
YEAR 2-5 COST (WARRANTY ONLY)  $7,542.00  $4,200.00  $4,830.00  $4,200.00 
FEES TO THE CITY CONDUENT DATA TICKET PAM TURBO DATA 
ITEMIZED FEES (1 year total, 8 units purchased)  $18,985.00 $26,825.00 $28,548.75 $26,825.00 
ITEMIZED FEES (5 year total, 8 units purchased) $66,365.00 $83,625.00 $84,668.75 $83,625.00 
COST PROJECTIONS CONDUENT DATA TICKET PAM TURBO DATA 
1 YEAR TOTAL (8 units purchased) $240,113.00 $180,825.00 $205,648.75 $180,825.00 
5 YEAR TOTAL (8 units purchased) $528,837.00 $372,025.00 $416,328.75 $372,025.00 
In all cases, estimates deferred to the higher fee to ensure consistent comparison 

CMS TOTALS CONDUENT DATA TICKET PAM TURBO 
W/ 2 PIECE HANDHELD + 
SOFTWARE 

PER ITEM 
MODEL 

SUBSCRIPTION 
MODEL 

PER ITEM 
MODEL 

PER ITEM 
MODEL 

PER ITEM 
MODEL 

SUBSCRIPTION 
MODEL 

ESTIMATED YEAR 1 SUBTOTAL $588,258.80 $583,607.55  $455,326.00  $534,173.45 $414,757.15 $419,852.50 

ESTIMATED 5 YEAR SUBTOTAL $2,477,294.01  $2,454,037.75 $2,011,630.00  $2,073,267.25 $1,865,985.75 $1,891,462.50 
W/ 1 PIECE HANDHELD + 
SOFTWARE CONDUENT DATA TICKET PAM TURBO 
ESTIMATED YEAR 1 SUBTOTAL $639,558.80 $634,907.55 $526,724.00 $512,223.45 $462,557.15 $467,652.50 
ESTIMATED 5 YEAR SUBTOTAL $2,528,594.01 $2,505,337.75 $2,083,620.00 $2,051,317.25 $1,913,785.75 $1,939,262.50 

PMS TOTALS 

CONDUENT DATA TICKET PAM TURBO 
PER ITEM 
MODEL 

SUBSCRIPTION 
MODEL 

PER ITEM 
MODEL 

SUBSCRIPTION 
MODEL 

PER ITEM 
MODEL 

SUBSCRIPTION 
MODEL 

ESTIMATED YEAR 1 SUBTOTAL  $190,530.89 $192,090.89  $155,911.00 $146,927.69 $134,100.00 $138,889.00 
ESTIMATED 5 YEAR SUBTOTAL $952,654.45 $960,454.45 $779,555.00 $734,638.45 $670,500.00 $694,445.00 
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ATA T ET ATA T ET

E   TE E   TE
City  ees $137,327.50 $686,637.50
Convenience  ees $195,982.50 $979,912.50
TOTAL $333,310.00 $1,666,550.00

Separate  andheld and Printer $78,330.00 $151,650.00
One‐Piece  andheld   Printer $148,080.00 $221,400.00
andheld ONLY  City retains and 

uses current printers $63,330.00 $136,650.00

T O E   TE T O T O E   TE T O
City  ees $66,833.00 $92,656.20 $97,444.00 $259,165.00 $443,281.00 $347,220.00
Convenience  ees $46,445.00 $46,445.00 $46,445.00 $232,225.00 $232,225.00 $232,225.00
TOTAL $113,278.00 $139,101.20 $143,889.00 $491,390.00 $675,506.00 $579,445.00

er   ana e en   ys e

T O  ATAT O  ATA

$79,870.00
$132,670.00

$55,120.00

$129,754.65
$195,982.50
$325,737.15

E   TE
$648,773.25

$186,800.00

a n  ana e en   ys e
E   TE

$211,550.00
$264,350.00

YEA  1 5 YEA

$979,912.50
$1,628,685.75

a n  ss an e  e es
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Attachment 5 – Evaluation Committee Summary Scores 

RFP 20-170-02 SUMMARY SCORES 
      

PROPOSAL SCORES 

Vendor 
Andrea 

Simmons 
David 
Tomlin 

Genevieve 
Row 

Maria 
Lara Average 

Conduent 88 77 80 87 83 
Data Ticket 98 92 86 90 91.5 
PAM 68 70 80 81 74.75 
Turbo Data 
Systems  96 85 79 96 89 

      
DEMONSTRATION SCORES 

Vendor 
Andrea 

Simmons 
David 
Tomlin 

Genevieve 
Row 

Maria 
Lara Average 

Conduent 83 60 73 91 76.75 
Data Ticket 98 99 95 95 96.75 
PAM 68 55 80 87 72.5 
Turbo Data 
Systems  87 100 91 96 93.5 

      
RANKING (1 Highest Rank/Preferred to 4 Lowest Rank) 

Vendor 
Andrea 

Simmons 
David 
Tomlin 

Genevieve 
Row 

Maria 
Lara Average 

Conduent 3 4 4 3 3.5 
Data Ticket 1 1 1 2 1.25 
PAM 4 3 3 4 3.5 
Turbo Data 
Systems 2 2 2 1 1.75 
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